"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it."

-Ferris Bueller
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In Dedication To

Special thanks from the Class of 2013 to Mr. Matthew Conforth for his hard work and dedication through his years at Passaic Valley High School.

"Mr. Conforth was a true instructional innovator who believed in the value of bridging technology across the entire curricula for all students."
- Dr. Viktor Joganow

Mr. Matthew Conforth
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY
Dear Class of 2013,

It is our pleasure to congratulate you on four years of hard work and dedication! We have watched each of you grow as individuals and come together, not only as a class, but as a family. During this time, we have shared memories that will stay with us forever. From selling cheesecakes and Yankee Candles to our Six Flags trip and numerous car washes, you worked together to make the class a success. We hope you will remember these experiences and the many people with whom you shared your time here at PV. Upon your graduation, hold your memories in one hand, but leave the other open... for your life is just beginning, and the world that awaits you is endless.

Wishing you the best of luck in all your future endeavors...

Sincerely,
Ennelly Cid and Suzanne Benvenuti,
Class Advisors
Seniors
Class of
2013

Haitham Zeidan
President
Nickname: Hammy Zee
Ambition: To become the greatest dragon fighter that ever lived.
Secret Ambition: To have more secret ambitions.
Thank You Based God

Aaron Montanez
Vice President
Ambition: To be a self-made millionaire.
Secret Ambition: To find a cure for cancer.
PV Football 4 yrs Baseball special thanks 2 my Mom&Dad Girl’s w/CR JK Del NA AR PV Honor Society Vice Pres 4 yrs #25&1

Alexa Kristine Tillie
Secretary
Nicknames: Tilta, Tillie
Ambition: To become an English teacher and be successful.
Secret Ambition: To be a fortune cookie writer and mind blow the whole world. Congrats Class of 2013! friends! <3 Mom&Dad family forever WhiteX=My life PV Theatre Iove Many memories to come!

Michelle Piwowar
Treasurer
Ambition: To marry Ed Sheeran.
"Even the worst things have things to love in them."

Kaitlyn Kallert
Historian
Ambition: To be successful and make a difference in someone’s life.
Secret Ambition: To broadcast the 2020 Olympics for NBC.
"We are the generation to change the world like no one has before us. Good Luck to the Class of 2013! We made it!"
Johar K. Abayhan  
**Nicknames:** Joe Auteri, Jo Hair  
**Ambition:** To become Mr. Auteri’s successor.  
**Secret Ambition:** Be the GM for the Patriots.  
I experienced a lot of things at PV. My Pats got knocked out of the playoffs but there were good times like meeting Mr. Auteri. Stay Golden Ponyboy.

Layth Abdelqader  
**Ambition:** To major in biology and continue to become a pediatrician.  
Certainly not the best four years of my life, definitely looking forward to college.

Joshua Abdi  
**Nicknames:** Josh, JAbdi  
**Ambition:** To be successful.  
**Secret Ambition:** Own an island.  
Can’t believe it’s over! So many memories! Thanks Mom and Dad for being there for me. Good Luck to class of 2013!

Whitney Abreu

Angel Adorno

Mikayla Agnello  
**Nicknames:** Mikay, Lamb  
**Ambition:** To become a successful veterinarian.  
**Secret Ambition:** To own a huge mansion.  
PVH smh and PVLAX I love my girls and the memories we have will always be with me. Mitchell Donato 11/27/11 forever.

Fernando Aguilar

Abdelrahman Ahmed

Noreen Ahmed
Matthew Stanley Alcala
Nicknames: Marty, Marty ICE
Ambition: To get a masters in criminal justice.
Secret Ambition: Travel the world and marry a beautiful blonde.
Pain heals Chicks dig scars Glory Lasts Forever Unbreakable bonds wit my boys MDF! Sports over anything
Dream Huge!

Andre Alcumas

Dwa'a Alzubi Alkalal
Nickname: Dwa
Ambition: To be the change I want to see in the world.
Secret Ambition: If I tell, it's no longer a secret.
"And in that moment, I swear we were infinite" Thanks to God, my family, friends! Class of 2013! We out,
DUECSE!

Melissa Alvarez

Marjeh Amiri
Nicknames: Mani, Hank
Ambition: To be in music ministry.
Secret Ambition: To excell as a Christian singer/song writer.
Lamentation 3:21 A huge thank you to my mom, my sister and my church for believing in me and strengthening me daily <3

Nelson Angulo
Ambition: To have a happy life and be successful.
We may not remember the test we failed but we will never forget the people we were with on the nights we didn't study.

Kylie Michelle Antonucci
Nicknames: Ky, KyKy
Ambition: Pursue my love of music by teaching and inspiring future students as a band director.
Secret Ambition: To conquer the art of the stanky leg.
"If you're lucky enough to find a way of life you love, you have to find the courage to live it."John Irving PVMB<3

Luis E. Apaza
Nickname: LLPP
Ambition: To be a mechanical engineer.
Thanks for the memories, JN, MD, AG, RT, MP, RC, AH, AA, BO, etc....!!!

Christopher Appio
Ambition: To make a lot of money.
Shoutout to Dan Birman!

Daniel Arango

Jennifer Arango

Nicholas Armagno
Nicknames: Armani, Mags
Ambition: To change the world.
Secret Ambition: To be President.
What do you do when you don't know what to do? 4 years strong w/ my boys
I LOVE FRO
Jaylin Arroyo
Nickname: Jay
Ambition: To become a registered nurse.
Secret Ambition: To one day rule the world.
Good Luck Class of 2013 We finally did it! Love my true BN,KM,MD,MDJ,MRM,MOM,DAD, KPXXOX

Labeeb Arsheed
Nickname: Beeb
Ambition: To become a self-employed BOSS.
Secret Ambition: To re-live my childhood in Europe.
Ready to begin a new chapter... Much Love to my Family and friends! Stay true & remember your roots.
#TakeCare

Catherine Ausino
Nicknames: Cathy, Cathi
Ambition: Become a teacher.
Secret Ambition: Own a major league baseball team.
We only have 86,400 seconds in a day. Good Luck Class of 2013!13

John Babilonia

Xavier Balorkita

Michelle Balvin
Nicknames: Balv, Balvies
Ambition: To be an Ultrasound Technician w/Michelle DeLuca
Secret Ambition: To marry Trey Songz.
My senior year has been amazing thanks to my Best Friends who helped me make it through AS,MDX2,AD,P_GTreySongz23

Ryan Bamond

Axel Yamil Barales
Ambition: I want to become a police officer.
Shout out to the girls in the main office.
Anthony Mario Banlari
Nicknames: Barrels, Ant
Ambition: To become an Actuary
Secret Ambition: To marry Taylor Swift.
Thanks to all my friends and family for always being there for me! Congratulations Class of 2013!

Maggy Bebawy
Ambition: To be successful in life. I wish a good luck to class of 2013

Dylan Belding
Nicknames: D-Bel, Dyl! Pickles
Ambition: To tend to people in need of medical help.
Secret Ambition: To be a Calvin Klein model.
Highschool taught me how to be appreciative, generous, and most importantly how to have fun. Shoutout to my friends.

Carly Berdan
Nicknames: Car, Cahr
Ambition: To be a professional soccer player.
Secret Ambition: To overrule pap, I had a great four years at PV and made unforgettable memories w/ the best ppl JPCKKKGloverygirlsgirlsforever PVGSloveyou

Lydia Berrocal

Ryan Bier
Nickname: Bier
Ambition: Law Enforcement.
Secret Ambition: To own a WSG.
These four years have taken four years of my life.

Daniel Bitman

Adrianna Bloom
Nicknames: Adge, NaNa
Ambition: To work for a Fashion Magazine.
Secret Ambition: To be the Olympic nail artist.
The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.
PVFH FAM SMHH BEST FRIENDS OF AF LL AC JP MP

Julia Lynn Booth
Nicknames: Jay, Booth
Ambition: To be an English teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be an inspiring teacher like Garofalo, Sisti, and Robeson.
"What doesn't kill you makes you stronger." Thanks to everyone who helped me these past 4 years! I'll miss you, Frank! BTR<3

Nathan Bradshaw-Morano

Roberto Brigati
Nicknames: Bobby, Smurf
Ambition: To be successful.

Breanna Rachel Brito
Nickname: Breezy
Ambition: To live a healthy and happy life.
Secret Ambition: To never say should have." Family forever! MG<3 "It is better to be hated for what you are than to be loved for what you are not."
Courtney Brooks

Nicknames: Lou, Big Lou
Ambition: Play Pro Football.
Secret Ambition: Steal Deb's Gator.
These last 4 years at PV have been a blast. Thanks to all my coaches and teammates for being a second family!

Louis Anthony Caltagirone

Nickname: Cangro
Ambition: To be successful in everything I do.
Secret Ambition: To do a Space Jump
I want to wish everyone good luck in the future and to be successful in life.
S/O to Desalvo feed the good wolf.

John Steven Cangro

Secret Ambition: To become a citizen.
WhiteX, PVST, PV Theatre
"Except for death and paying taxes everything in life is only for now."

Giuliana Cannizzo

Nicknames: Giub, Giubly
Ambition: To work for NBC Studios.
Secret Ambition: To become a citizen.
WhiteX, PVST, PV Theatre
"Except for death and paying taxes everything in life is only for now."

Vincent Gerard Capizzi

Nickname: Vgcapizzi
Ambition: To work for 343 Studios programming the next Halo.
Secret Ambition: To go to the Tosche Station to pick up some power converters.
"Great things are not accomplished by those who yield to trends and fads and popular opinion." Jack Kerouac

Michelle Carioti

Nickname: Carioti
Ambition: To someday make my parents proud of me!
Secret Ambition: To prove people wrong and achieve what I want in life. I will remember all the friends I made and all the amazing times we had. I heart all my crazies and many years to come.

Brianna Rose Camovale

Nickname: Bri
Ambition: To be a well-known make-up artist.
Secret Ambition: To reach 5 foot.
Congrats Class of 2013! Much love to my family & friends, so many memories with you all! Love my girls always.
Adios PV! JM-3

Christina Castillo

Ambition: To become successful in whatever I choose to do.
Secret Ambition: To see my name in lights.
Class of 2013! I want to thank my parents, sister and friends for their love and support. Best four years of my life!!
Faniha Zabeen Choudhury

**Ambition:** To become a biomedical engineer or pursue a career in special education.

**Secret Ambition:** To find a cure for cancer.

Happiness is not something you postpone for the future; it is something you design for the present.

Azmer Chowdhury

**Nickname:** Dani

**Ambition:** To be happy.

**Secret Ambition:** To be an FBI Agent.

“"All our dreams can come true... if we have the courage to pursue them." It’s been great Class of 2013 PV Color Guard c3

Danielle Madison Christ

**Ambition:** To become the next Chelsea Handler.

4yrs PVFH captain 12 "There’s no greater bond than the 1 between your teammates" thx 2 my girls AB, LL, AF, GF luv u PVHS 13

Amanda Rose Ciocco

**Ambition:** To be able to make someone smile everyday.

**Secret Ambition:** To be the next Chelsea Handler.

Sarah Cochran

**Ambition:** To travel the world.

**Secret Ambition:** To be a bird and fly away.

Adam Nicholas Colon

**Nicknames:** Colon, Ham

**Ambition:** To become a history teacher.

**Secret Ambition:** Become the next Martin Luther King Jr.

Thank you to everybody who helped me throughout the years, I really appreciate it. Congrats class of 2013!!

Cesar Concepcion

**Nicknames:** Caesar Salad, Julius

**Ambition:** To do something I love everyday.

**Secret Ambition:** To walk on the moon.

My 4 years at PV have had their ups and downs but overall I can’t deny how much I’ve grown as a person. Thank you all.

Bethany Consuegra

**Ambition:** To do something I love everyday.

Frank R. Conti

**Nicknames:** Frankie

**Ambition:** To make a difference in people’s lives.

**Secret Ambition:** To be Zack Morris and marry Kelly Kapowski.

“"The saddest thing in life is wasted talent" 4 years PV football #88 LAX Roadies. 4 years flew I made it! Peace PV c/o 13!

Geena Marie Conti

**Nickname:** Gi

**Ambition:** Being successful in my future career.

**Secret Ambition:** To know the answer for everything.

"The only time you should look back in life is to see how far you have come.”

Dominic Coppa

Ronnie Cordero
Kyje Paul Cranmer
Ambition: To become an Anesthesiologist.
Secret Ambition: To go snowboarding in Alaska. It has been a great journey filled with sports, laughter, learning, and making friends. Thanks for the memories.

Anthony Cruz

Rob D'Antonio
Nicknames: Bobby Biceps, Deon
Ambition: Career in Criminal Justice
Secret Ambition: To become a Massauese.
"LIFE MOVES PRETTY FAST. IF YOU DON'T STOP AND LOOK AROUND ONCE IN A WHILE, YOU CAN MISS IT." GREAT FOUR YEARS WITH MY BOYS.

Rawan Darwish
Nicknames: Darwish, RoRo
Ambition: To succeed after High School, and do great things.
Secret Ambition: To make change and be on the cover of Forbes magazine!
WE DO NOT REMEMBER DATES; WE REMEMBER MOMENTS. LOVE MY FAMILY? I LOVE MY GIRLS/MY HIGHSCHOOL YEARS WERE AWESOME!GOODLUCK13

Jamie Davidson
Ambition: To compete in the World Cup & the Olympics. "When you put on that jersey, the name on the front is more important than the name on the back" PVH seniors <3

Cheyanne Monique Davis
Nicknames: Chey, Peaches
Ambition: To become an Ob/Gyn.
Secret Ambition: To own my own cactus & alpaca farm. I would like to congratulate everyone for making it this far. I wish you all much success in the future! God Bless!

Deja Davis

Alexandra Del-Haas
Nickname: Alex
Ambition: Become a teacher.
Secret Ambition: Marry someone like Liam Hemsworth.

Natasha J. De La Rosa
Nicknames: Tasha, Tash
Ambition: To help people enjoy their life.
Secret Ambition: For my children to have British accents. All you need is Love; Everything else, just Let It Be. All 4 yrs w/DMc3 LO Ling w/KG & GC - Class OF 2011 wahoo!
Yamila Delarosa

Nicknames: Del Dog, Bobby Del
Ambition: Graphic Design Artist.
Secret Ambition: Rocket Scientist.
"When the power of love overcomes the love of power the world will know peace" - Jimi Hendrix

Robert De Leon

Matthew Del Percio

Marchella Silvia Deluca

Nicknames: Del, Delly Del
Ambition: To be successful and happy.
Secret Ambition: To become an astronaut and go into space.
Life goes by really fast, work hard and don’t forget to have fun along the way.
Love ya babe! Congrats class of 2013!

Michelle Margherita Deluca

Rocco DeMarco

Dominic Depasquale

Nicola Decai

Nickname: Marshy, Moosh
Ambition: To be successful and live with no regrets.
Secret Ambition: To live on an island and own my own dolphin.
Good Luck Class Of 2013 LoveMyFriends GM,PG,MB,AD,JA,MMK,DLRG&DIP
Thanks Mom,Dad,Age&Chella ILU! Varsity Cheerings<3 OCV

Matthew DeYoung

Alexandra Luisa Di Falco

Matthew DiGiaimo

Jessica Dikes

Nickname: Nish
Ambition: Become a lawyer, travel the world, live in NYC, meet Coldplay.
Secret Ambition: Be a reporter/journalist, write a book, be a photographer.
The more I see the less I know for sure. JN LG Good Luck Class Of 2013!
Lily Elaine DiMattia
Nickname: Lil
Ambition: To become a successful nurse and raise a healthy family.
Secret Ambition: To overcome my OCD
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams”
Good luck Class of 2013!

TJ Doherty
Nickname: T-Dart, James
Ambition: Become an accountant.
Secret Ambition: ThankU to all my friends who made this the greatest 4 years of my life!
Best of luck noreen & everyone else! stay close.

Beth Ann Dombrowski
Nickname: Ladiee
Ambition: To become a photographer
Secret Ambition: To have a pet fox.
PVFH 2012 <3 Ladiee Shleb Booth Sl & CB Thanks for 4 years of many memories! Love you guys so much...
<333 Good luck!

Mitchell Donato
Nickname: Mitch, The Don
Ambition: Survive and prosper in the United States Marine Corps.
Secret Ambition: To own the New Jersey Devils.
Backateer TDAWG and Luis the translator. Memories and friends I will never forget. Mikayla Donato.

Ashley Ann Dondero
Nickname: Ashwee, Ashalay
Ambition: To be a military psychologist.
Secret Ambition: To rule the world. 4 eventful yrs Love my fam&friends; GSGM/MDx5/MB/PG GCY4 VCCaptain loveswec thankyou mom 4everything!

Melissa Dunn
Nickname: Dunn, Mel
Ambition: To marry my high school sweetheart.
Secret Ambition: To thru-hike the Appalachian Trail.
"Love is that condition in which the happiness of another person is essential to your own.” GC, JP, CA, LL, VK, AB, CM.

Nicholas Duran
Ambition: Entrepreneur.
My Best Memory From high school was having The Best Teacher, Mr. Canning.

Sean C. Edson

Matthew Engelhardt
Jacalyn Fakhoury
Nicknames: Jac, Jackie
Ambition: To open up my own occupational therapy facility.
Secret Ambition: To be a professional concert photographer.
"Hard times come and hard times go." WWMID.

Alyssa Farina
Nicknames: Alyss, Lyss
Ambition: To be successful and to have a happy life.
Secret Ambition: To live happily ever after.
We have made it this far let's make it even further! L.L.A.B.S.M.A.C.M.T J.P Thnx 4 great times & amazing memories.

Gabriella Farina
Nicknames: Gab, Gabby
Ambition: To live the best life.
Secret Ambition: To be successful in the fashion industry.
We made it MT, JP, JP, AB, LL, AC, Forever&always, Steven. Thanks for killing that spider. 1/18/11.

Shelby Fernandez
Nicknames: Shleb, Ladiee
Ambition: To become a teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be famous.
Its been a great 4 years BD MP JD love you lots.

Thomas Facarra
Nickname: Facarra
Ambition: To work for the D.E.A.
Secret Ambition: To be owner of the Dallas Cowboys.
Good Luck to the class of 2013. Its been real!

Vincent Frikes
Nicknames: Fikes, Yikes
Ambition: To live in the Bronx, NY.
Secret Ambition: To become a hip-hop artist.
PV Baseball '13 Seniors... It has been great. We will always be family.

Michael Filippidis
Nicknames: Mike, Filip
Ambition: To succeed as an engineer.
Secret Ambition: To be the next Chuck Norris.
There is a lot I can be proud of from high school. I wish all of my friends good luck with what the future holds.

Alexa Fontanella
Ambition: To work for a professional sports franchise.
Secret Ambition: To become Beyonce's personal assistant.
"I will not lose, for even in defeat, there's a valuable lesson learned."

Jonathan Franck
Highschools been the best I love all my boys Dar, Nick, Mike, Dean, SteveRods, Rob, Dyl I hope the best for every1.

Isaac Franco

Justin Ford Frank
Nickname: Fat2
Ambition: To open a performance shop & to be a diesel mechanic.
Secret Ambition: To be the assistant chief of my fire dept.
Thank you friends & family for love & support. Im out

Max Frankovits
Nickname: Maxwell
Ambition: To play division 1 lacrosse.
Secret Ambition: To be Spiderman.
We are finally here, the new chapter of our lives. Best of luck to class of 2013. Shout out to my boys TF, KC, AL, NS, BM.
Darien Gabriel-Jones

Nickname: Dare, Shirl
Ambition: To become a Science teacher.
Secret Ambition: King of Britain. Don't judge me by my past but judge me by my plans for my future. Or don't judge me at all. Either one works!

Pamela Vicki Gaccione

Nickname: Pamigirl, Pami
Ambition: Love, Success, Happiness & to be an amazing mom.
Secret Ambition: To dance my way through life with a smile. It's not the end only beginning. Great 4yrs w/ MDx2KKCBIPCNADMBA Then MomDasToms<3U GDVhead+VarcheerCapt xoxo 4ever

Amanda Jazmine Garcia

Nickname: Jazzy, MandaPanda
The soul always knows what to do to heal itself. The challenge is to silence the mind.

Edgar Garcia

Nickname: Edgar
Ambition: To work in television
Thank you Based God.

Helen Garcia

Sara Garrido

Dominick Gianduso

Nickname: Dom
Ambition: Be successful
Secret Ambition: To live in many different countries.
Good luck class of 2013.

Erica Elizabeth Gibbons

Nickname: Giblet
Ambition: To influence people in a positive way through music.
Secret Ambition: To grow 4 inches.
"Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts." -Winston Churchill

Nicholas Giordano
Michael J. Giovannucci
Nickname: Mikey G.
I will always remember the great friends I made and the trips with band and running track.

Leslie Gomez
Nickname: Les
Ambition: To become a lawyer
Secret Ambition: To learn at least 5 languages.
It's the events in our life that shape us but it's our choices that define us.
Best Wishes Class 2013

Karine Amella Gonzalez
Nickname: Kari
Ambition: To have a successful career in an artistic field.
Secret Ambition: To co-star in a movie with Kristen Wiig
PV Theatre. Even death is not to be feared by one who has lived wisely.
ND GC AA

David Graziano
Nickname: Dave
Ambition: To become a chemical engineer.
Secret Ambition: To own every car in the world.
I've met a lot of great people these last four years. Good luck class of 2013!

Zach Grochowski
Nicknames: Zgro, Grochow
Ambition: To be successful and enjoy life.
Secret Ambition: To marry a Victoria's Secret model.
I'd like to thank all my friends and family for making these past four years unforgettable. Congrats Class of 2013!

Alyssa Groh

Anthony Gurnari

Andrew Guthrie

Christina Haberny
Nickname: Stina
Ambition: To become a teacher or nurse.
Secret Ambition: Travel the world and become successful.
These few years at PV went by so fast! Thank you to my teachers & parents for their help! Congrats, Class of 2013!

Andreu Haddad
High school was so much fun!! Good luck to everyone!

Hannah Hajbi
Nicknames: Hannah Banana, Hanners
Ambition: To be a successful teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be on Degrassi. Always try your best and remember that everything happens for a reason.
Good luck to the class of 2013!
Ian Francis Hanley
Nickname: E
Ambition: Engineering or Finance
Secret Ambition: To play the piano like Andrew McMahon.
Live everyday doing what's necessary, then start doing the possible and suddenly you will begin doing the impossible.

William Henderson
Nickname: Sassie
Ambition: Pharmaceutical Endocrinology
Secret Ambition: Secret Agent
Successful people always get ahead because they smile to solve problems and are silent to avoid problems.

Steven Hinkle
Nickname: Princess
Ambition: To be a famous fashion designer and travel the world.
Secret Ambition: To be a mermaid or a puppy in my next life.
Finally Graduating: 'Who has 5 on it?'

Marlene Huanca

Laila Hussaini

Elf Inai
Nickname: Elf
Ambition: To be a high school Math teacher.
Upon us a little rain must fall

Saliz Irizami

Diane Issa
Ambition: Optometrist
Secret Ambition: Work at the Krusty Krab
If you don't build your dream, someone else will hire you to help build theirs.
Goodbye class of 2013!
Monica Rachel Jackson
Nicknames: Mon, MJ
Ambition: To help people through therapy.
Secret Ambition: To own a lot of feline companions.
In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes on.

Melissa April Jaeger
Nickname: Mel
Ambition: To become a dolphin trainer at Sea World.
Secret Ambition: To prove that mermaids are real.
"You only live once but if you do it right once is enough." Made friends that will last a lifetime. Good luck class 2013

Kelsey Clare Jensen
Nickname: Kels
Ambition: To be a famous photographer.
Secret Ambition: To be a billionaire.
Class of 2013 Thank You Mom, Dad & All My friends! To my Besties A.K & J.O ILoveYou! Amazing Memories I'll never forget!!

Christopher Juskin
Nicknames: CJ, FAT JUSKIN
Ambition: To be a CIA Operative.
Secret Ambition: To discover Victoria's Secret.
These four years have been Incredible Thanks To All My Friends And Family For Your Support GOOD LUCK
CLASS OF '13!

Kathy Karcz
Nickname: HOPE
Ambition: To wake up every morning loving what I do.
Secret Ambition: Acting
"It's the possibility that keeps me going not the guarantee." LOVE MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS

Rija Khan
Nickname: JAI
Ambition: To be someone you tell your grandkids about.
Secret Ambition: Save the world and preach philosophy on the back of my tiger, Tazzy.

Matthew Kiss

Elaina Nicole Klimentos
Ambition: To become a Culinary Arts teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be the star of "My Big Fat Greek Wedding II".
"Don't let your past dictate who you are, but let it be part of who you will become." Best of luck class of 13 xo

Matthew Koch

Dini Korca
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To sea food differently.

Ognjen Kostrzewa
Madeline Koterba

Nickname: maddiegirl, mad
Ambition: To make someone smile everyday of my life.
Secret Ambition: To marry Labeeb Arsheed.
Although high school challenged me emotionally I'm proud to say I will leave here a stronger person.

Kyrie Kovacs

Nickname: Kah
Ambition: To live with no regrets.
Secret Ambition: To be JREYN.
Family&Friends<3 JREYN MEG PG
CB JP LD KMK DLBG MS
WhiteCheer PGVGS&PVVC

Victoria Kriv

Nickname: Vicky, Blond.
Ambition: To be happy and successful.
Secret Ambition: To travel the world. "No one looks back on their life and remembers the nights they had plenty of sleep”

Olympia Lagonikos

Nickname: Greek
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I choose to pursue.
Secret Ambition: To compete on “Cupcake Wars”. “While the pretty girls got to go to Brownies, I had to go to Greek School”

Michele Lamendolas

Nickname: Shelly
Ambition: To be happy with whatever profession I may choose.
Secret Ambition: To be one of Santa’s elves. "Everything you can imagine is real.” I Like art.

Lauren Lawson

Nickname: Landa
Ambition: To be successful in the Health Care field.
Secret Ambition: To say “Live from New York it’s Saturday Night!” on SNL. Congrats Class of ‘13! 4 gr8 yrs here!4yrs GX, Head ’12&’13 Thx Mom, Dad, twins-L-y!It’s been real PV! MINNESOTA

Diana Angelica Leach

Nickname: Dee, Blondie
Ambition: To be a Rockette in the Radio City Christmas Show.
Secret Ambition: To be a princess and live in the Disney Castle.
Never let success get to your head and never let failure get to your heart; thanks mommy and daddy for believing in me.

Jessie Ann Lebiedz

Nickname: Jess
Ambition: Fashion Designer.
Secret Ambition: To be a ninja.
Good Luck to everyone. Peace PV!

Giuseppe Liberti
Amhition: To become a Physical Therapist.

Secret Ambition: To travel the world.

"The purpose of life is a life of purpose" Gymnastics Capt. & White Dance Head. We made it GF, AF, AB CA JP CM AC MT MD

Amhition: To travel the world.

"The purpose of life is a life of purpose" Gymnastics Capt. & White Dance Head. We made it GF, AF, AB CA JP CM AC MT MD

Amhition: To own the New York Jets.

Some people want it to happen, some wish it would happen, others make it happen. Past 4 years have been amazing PV, SOCCER

Amhition: To own the New York Jets.

Some people want it to happen, some wish it would happen, others make it happen. Past 4 years have been amazing PV, SOCCER

We made it GF, AF, AB CA JP CM AC MT MD

Amhition: To play in the pu of a Broadway Show.

"Four wheels move the body, two wheels move the soul" Love my people/SW/MS/JK/CR/MM/JS/AM/ MD 2013 BABY SQUAD! Fam first

Amhition: To be the Incredible Hulk.

"Don't Go Chasing Waterfalls" PV Baseball #29 Never Forget 2-19-12 JD

Amhition: To become a self-made millionaire

Amhition: To become a self-made millionaire

Some people want it to happen, some wish it would happen, others make it happen. Past 4 years have been amazing PV, SOCCER

Nicknames: Lar, Libbs
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Amhition: To become a self-made millionaire

Some people want it to happen, some wish it would happen, others make it happen. Past 4 years have been amazing PV, SOCCER

"Four wheels move the body, two wheels move the soul" Love my people/SW/MS/JK/CR/MM/JS/AM/ MD 2013 BABY SQUAD! Fam first

Amhition: To dance like no one is looking

"Work like you don't need the money, love like your heart has never been broken and dance like no one is looking" L.S.A. R

Amhition: To dance like no one is looking

"Work like you don't need the money, love like your heart has never been broken and dance like no one is looking" L.S.A. R

Amhition: To become a elf-made millionaire

Secret Ambition: To be on the NY Jets.
Marissa Mariano
Nickname: Marz
Ambition: To become a children's psychologist.
Secret Ambition: To marry Tom Daley.
"Start by doing the possible and soon you will be doing the impossible." It's been great class of 2013.
PVMB!!

Brian Martins
Nickname: Bmarts
Ambition: To be successful, and share my wealth with the poor.
Secret Ambition: To become a professional soccer player.
High school has been real. A lot of things happened that changed my life. Shout out to my soccer team love you guys!

Aribell Mateo
Nickname: Aris, Miami
Ambition: To become a Radiology Secret Ambition: To always keep a smile on my face. She is clothe in strength and dignity, and she laughs without fear of the future. WHITE DANCE HEAD 2013

Ianell Matias
Nicknames: IAN, Drake
Secret Ambition: If I mention it, it's not a secret anymore...

Michael Bryan Matthaei
Nicknames: Woob, Woobie
Ambition: To be a successful MMA Fighter.
Secret Ambition: To be named Cosmo's sexiest man alive! SNRS13GL-TY Miss C 4 everything- GoodTimes MKMA-Mom Dad Sis* Love u- Thanks 4 always being there! 00D 2013 we're out!

Joseph Mazalewski
Nicknames: Joey, Maz
Ambition: To be a wealthy car salesman.
Secret Ambition: To live on an island and own a Ferrari. Good Luck Class of 2013! Best of Luck to my brothers and my boys. Had good memories with you all! Going to miss everybody BC

Kevin Michael McCabe
Ambition: To be succesful and make a lot of money.
Secret Ambition: To own a sports team.
I want to thank my family, friends, coaches, and team for making the past four years great. Good Luck CLASS OF 2013.

Cassandra Mary McCall
Nicknames: Casey, Case
Ambition: To be a successful musician.
Secret Ambition: To become a Pokemon master.
"Do not go where the path may lead; go instead where there is no path and leave a trail." - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Celestina Mendoza

Juliana Minogue
**Nickname:** Julie
**Ambition:** To work with animals. Had an awesome 4 yrs here. Many good memories, amazing friends etc. Have a great college experience and I'll miss you!

Ljubica Minova
**Nickname:** Ljub
**Ambition:** To become a successful PA. To visit every country in the world. "That it will never come again is what makes life so sweet." love my family and friends. Good Luck Class of '13!

Angela Miranda
**Nickname:** Ang, Angie
**Ambition:** To have a college education and become successful. To become a millionaire!
My four years of High School have been interesting! Good luck to everyone!

Nicholas Mizzone
**Ambition:** To be happy and successful. To experience high school all over again. Thanks to my parents and my sister for all of your support.

Tahmina Moinarder
**nickname:** Ta, Tammy
**Ambition:** I want to become a successful nurse and help out as many people as I can. Put your future in good hands - your own.
Good Luck to the Class of 2013!

Cynthia Molina
**Ambition:** To work in the Neonatal Care Unit and become successful in life. To be Catwoman.

Baraa Morakat
**Ambition:** To become a Pharmacist. To have breakfast with Rick Ross. My years here at PV have been fun. I made a lot of great friends along the way. Good luck Class of 2013!

Nicholas J. Morello IV
**Nickname:** Nick
**Ambition:** To go to college and be successful. To be famous.

Christopher Moret
**Ambition:** Study Psychology. To become an engineer. To have an indoor pool.
"Just because I can't change everything doesn't mean I shouldn't try to change anything at all." <3 Music + Family

Corey Mrocka
**Ambition:** Travel the world. Shoutout to all my friends who made this high school experience special. ND made these years unforgettable.

Dean Mulligan
**Nickname:** D-Murr
**Ambition:** To become an engineer. To have an indoor pool.
"Just because I can't change everything doesn't mean I shouldn't try to change anything at all." <3 Music + Family

Daniel Murray
Giovanni Vincenzo Murro

Nicknames: Gio, Chip
Ambition: To become a theatrical scenic designer and a performer or a chef.
Secret Ambition: To be a Walt Disney Imagineer.
"All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them."
-Walt Disney

Cyril Naduparambil

Nicknames: Cereal, 'C'
Ambition: F.B.I Agent.
Living life to the fullest YOLO amigo

Jeena Naduparambil

Ambition: To become a nurse.
Secret Ambition: To travel the world.
You only have one life, so live it to the fullest. I'll never forget my years at PV. Good luck class of 2013!

Carly C. Nash

Nicknames: Nash, Meg
Ambition: To do something meaningful for others.
Secret Ambition: To be a back up singer for Katy Perry.
"Always be true to yourself." Love PVGS, PVGB and my girls. Good luck class of '13!

Brian Nazzaro

Chris Nendze

Nicknames: Nendze, Ginge
Ambition: To be rich and live like Wiz.
Secret Ambition: To marry a ginger, climb Mt. Rushmore.
My 4 years here have been extremely memorable and exciting good luck to all my boys and lovely ladies graduating, peace.

Jessica Neville

Nickname: Jess
Ambition: To become a teacher.
Secret Ambition: To travel the world.
PVMB Canada and Disney. Best Friends ND LG CS. "If you can dream it you can do it." "Even miracles take a little time."

Cenk Nevruz

Louis Nieves

Nickname: Louie
Ambition: "You gon' love me for my ambition."
Secret Ambition: To be the most interesting man in the world.
God Bless America! 2013 Hallelujah! Haaan Oh god Ain't no body messing with my clique Good luck class of 2013 thanks.
John James Notte
Nickname: Nutter
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To earn the Medal of Honor.
My years at PV became fun thanks to the Don LUP Big Ron Tdawg and all my other friends.

Jesse Novak
Ambition: To become a psychologist.
These past four years have been amazing thanks to my friends, family, and coaches. These times will never be forgotten.

Jon Nunez

Greg Orlando
Nicknames: G.O., Kurt
Ambition: To be successful in life.
Finally I'm outta here. Shoutout to my senior boys DD, DP. Juherdd.

Kayla Ortiz

Mustafa Oudah

Joseph Pagan

Jacqueline Palmesino
Nicknames: Jackie, Jack
Ambition: To travel further than the boundaries in life.
Secret Ambition: It’s a secret!
"If you don't risk anything, you risk even more." Until next time Class of 2013!

Donald James Papagni
Ambition: To become a Fireman
Secret Ambition: To travel the world and be successful.
These past 4 years have been great! Good luck class of 2013! My boys Dom D & GO. Love my twins MDx2 and Madeline.

Eunice Park
Nickname: Asian!
Ambition: To visit every continent before I die.
Secret Ambition: To own a baby lion. I couldn't go out. Sorry, I had to practice piano... I’ll miss you! Good luck class of 2013! We're finally finished :o)

Darien Patino
Nickname: Dari
Ambition: Own my own company, get a lot of cash.
Secret Ambition: CEO of Sharper Image.
Pv was just another chapter in my life. It had its ups and downs but I had a good time now. I'm onto big and better things. Shoutout to my boys.

Romina Anna Patriarca
Nicknames: Mina, Smalls
Ambition: To be a high school English teacher.
Secret Ambition: To fly off to Neverland with Peter Pan.
Good luck class of 2013! "Don't ever let anyone dull your sparkle"
Matthew Joseph Patton
Nickname: Pat, Paton
Ambition: To become a diplomat to a foreign country.
Secret Ambition: To have a beard like Brian Wilson.
Be the change you wish to see in the world PVFB, W Congrats to everyone
Good Luck Class of '13 VS AZ KA LL
EP AF AB GF

Ashley Linda Peña
Ambition: Pharmacy Technician.
Secret Ambition: To become an amazing guitarist.
Thankful for my family for always being there for me. Without them, I
would not be where I am today. Love you guys!

Michelle Pepe
Nickname: Pepe
Ambition: To become a Psychiatrist.
Secret Ambition: To be a princess.
We've waited for this for so long
Thanks to my friends and family
especially CM+SF Good luck ZZ, MD
+JD Good riddance!

Nicole Perdono
Nickname: Nicky
Ambition: To be a successful elementary Math teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be a penguin and dance in Happy Feet!
"Don't cry because it's over, Smile because it happened." Good luck class
of 2013!

Tanely Perez
Nickname: Tiny
Ambition: To become an Ob/Gyn.
Secret Ambition: To live on an island
and travel the world.
He who laughs lasts, he who doesn't, doesn't.

Connor Perzely
Ambition: To become a successful software freelancer.
It's been real these past 4 years. Shout outs to all my friends, teachers and my
PIC KY.

Christopher Tyler Petullo
Nickname: Cpet, pet
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I choose to do.
Secret Ambition: To be on Law and Order.
Thanks to my family for supporting me thru my 4 years at PV. Shoutout to my
boys and class of 2013. We went hard

Thanh Phan
Nickname: T Fresh
Ambition: To become Nike's CEO.
Secret Ambition: To become a fortune cookie writer.
Life is too short to live the same day twice.

Mat Picazio
Nickname: Matty
Ambition: To find my purpose; Waaah-oo-woah!
Secret Ambition: To open my own cabaret.
Sometimes the only way to find yourself is to get completely lost. My
name's Mat. I like art. Buongiorno! #PVTheatre
Antonio Piedrabuena

Nickname: Justyna
Ambition: Travel the world with the one I love.
Secret Ambition: Be on a reality TV show.

Justine Anne Pokora

Nicknames: Nick; Nicky P
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To coach in the NHL.

Nicholas J. Prospero

Nicknames: Nick; Nicky P
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To coach in the NHL.

Nicole C. Queliz

Nicknames: Nikki, Q
Secret Ambition: To fly like a Quail.
"Life is what happens to you when you are busy making other plans." - John Lennon. Good luck class of 2013!

Alexis Kathryn Ramirez

Nickname: Lex
Ambition: To love what I do everyday, in the future.
Secret Ambition: To travel the world.

"And in that moment I swear we were Infinite" K.G, L.V, L.S, G.S <3

Karina Ramos

Nicknames: Jolo, J.J
Ambition: Become a Criminal Profiler for the FBI.
Secret Ambition: To be a professional singer and song writer.

Let today be your start and tomorrow be your future. Thanks to my family and friends for their Love and support. YOLO!

Joanna Marie Caterina Rattino

Secret Ambition: To talk to animals.
Happiness can only exist in acceptance.

Alexandra Reda

Nicknames: Reda, Alex
Ambition: To succeed in Communications and Entertainment.
Secret Ambition: To grow past 5ft.
Love all my girls so much. Special thanks to my amazing parents. Had many unforgettable memories.

CONGRATS CLASS 13'!

Jonathan Kurt Reda

Nicknames: Jon, JonReda
Ambition: Always be happy.
Secret Ambition: Be recruited by the Green Lantern Corps.

"You can't foresee all the consequences of your actions- but that's no excuse to do nothing" - Hal Jordan

Andrew Joel Reed

Nickname: Reed
Ambition: To be the CEO of the Red Sox.
It's been fun... WOOW!!! PV FOOTBALL!!! Gonna miss The Class of 2013.

Cristian Reyes

Nickname: Rey Rey
Ambition: Be successful in life.
Megan Amanda Reyes
Nickname: Megas
Ambition: To follow my father's footsteps.
Secret Ambition: To be the next Jennifer Lopez.
Good Luck to the Class of 2013! I want to thank my Family and Friends for all the Love and Support. I'll miss you all! XOXO

Jennifer Reynolds
Nickname: JREYN
Ambition: To be an ESPN broadcaster and marry a pro athlete.
Secret Ambition: To be a rap legend. Good luck to the class of 2013! Love my friends and family! <3 pygb my girls <3

Christina Rivera
Nickname: Momma
Ambition: To be a successful psychiatrist and do what I love.
Secret Ambition: To lay off candy DO NOT follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail. -Emerson

Antonino Franco Rodolico
Nickname: FRO
Ambition: Collision Repair
Secret Ambition: To live life to the fullest.
Most memorable moments in PV was everything I did with my boys Matt A, Nick A, Rob D, Nick V. I love Nick Armagno.

Facundo Rodriguez
Nickname: Quadrillionaire
Ambition: To win and be an anesthesiologist.
Secret Ambition: Beat Lebron on a 1 on 1.
All work is easy work for me.

Steven Rodriguez
Nickname: Big head, Baby Bia
Ambition: Be rich and successful.
Secret Ambition: Play in the NFL.
I wish the best of luck to the Class of 2013. I'll miss the times and memories.

Jospeh Roman
Nickname: A-rod
Ambition: To be a detective in the FBI.
Secret Ambition: To dance like Chris Brown and Michael Jackson. It's been real PV. Strive for greatness. Class of 2013! Congrats and good luck to everyone in the future.
Amanda Roth
Nicknames: Manders, Rotha
Ambition: To be happy and successful no matter where life takes me.
Secret Ambition: To marry John O’Callaghan.
“We are infinite, and only within ourselves is the infinite possible.” -John O’Callaghan

Bianca Sabillon
Nicknames: Ana
Ambition: To be a successful country house with horses. Every story has an ending, but in life, every ending is just a new beginning!
Faith Hope Love! 2013

Narimann Salim
Nicknames: Nari, Ana
Ambition: To own a sloth.
Secret Ambition: To join and run the WWE.
“A person is only as big as the dream they dare to live” - Lovin the crew and cats<3

Luis Salinas

Daniel Sanchez

Nicknames: Casey
Ambition: To be an Occupational Therapist.
Secret Ambition: To own a nice country house with horses. Every story has an ending, but in life, every ending is just a new beginning!
Faith Hope Love! 2013

Cassandra Eve Santiago

Lianna Schamble

Nicknames: Slosh, HBIC
Ambition: To be Olivia Benson.
Secret Ambition: To be British.
Gx:143. “Let it be” and “live while we’re young.”

Erin Schlosser

Nicknames: Scrozzo, Bella
Ambition: To be a successful Social Worker.
Secret Ambition: Go to a Blake Shelton concert with Mrs. Trautz. Congrats Class of 2013! S/o to Donna, Reda, Alexis-3 Love you Mom&Dad! Good luck everyone! Best 4 years! It's been real Class of 13!

Elizabeth Ann Schoonfield

Gabriella Scrozzo

Osman Selman

Nicknames: Oori, Senator
Ambition: To hold it down for my city.
Secret Ambition: To go on a date with Lisa Ramos or Melanie Iglesias. It's been gucci PV my city needs me. YMCBM. TRILLZ CUH. SwagGGG.OGM

Nicholas Senatore Jr.

Nicknames: Sen, Nick
Ambition: Become a professional athlete.
Secret Ambition: To run New York. I would like to thank all my teachers, friends, and family. Shout out to PV Soccer and all my boys for great times at PV.
Maia Simone Serrano

Nickname: Mai, quadman
Ambition: To inspire children.
Secret Ambition: To travel back in time with Marty McFly and find one-eyed Willie's treasure.
Class of 2013 wherever you go remember where you came from. To my friends, Thanks 4 making these 4 years great! PVUKNOW

Nick Secca

Nickname: Sessa
Ambition: To live life to the fullest.
Secret Ambition: To own Chipotle Mexican Grill.
Will never forget the memories with my friends.
Hakuna Matata
Carpe Diem

Anastasia E. Shuk

Nickname: Stais, Stanky
Ambition: To be a professional party planner.
Secret Ambition: To marry my love "Chef Mario" <3
It's finally here! I couldn't have done this without my family & friends! The memories I made will be unforgetable.
Class of 13Y <3

Zack Siddiq

Ambition: To be a Physical Therapist

Marlon Silva

Ambition: To be a Neurosurgeon
Secret Ambition: I wish to play a 12 against Shaq.
These past 4 years went by fast and were great. I would like to wish everyone the best of luck in whatever they pursue.
PV'13

Michael Smith

Nickname: Head
Ambition: Make college the best years of my life.
Secret Ambition: Make the first French Toast that's Italian.
Had a great 4 years. Couldn't imagine it without my boys. K.K. Baseball

Sean Smith

Nickname: The Tank
Ambition: Run the NY marathon.
4 great years of Cross Country and Track. Good Luck to all my friends and the Class of 2013.
Samantha J. Son
Nickname: SamSon
Ambition: To be successful & happy.
Secret Ambition: To be on an episode of Doctor Who.
Good Luck everyone, especially the Fencing Team, Marching Band and all my friends.

Tania Soria

Stephen Joseph Somoza
Nickname: Steeeeve
Ambition: Graduate college and be successful
Secret Ambition: To become a professional lacrosse player.
Thanks to my friends for 4 years of good times. Thanks to my parents, teachers and coaches for all their support.

Emily Sowa
Nicknames: Em, Laddie
Ambition: To work in a neo-natal ward of a hospital
Secret Ambition: To move to California and learn to surf.
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened"
DA.L.MJ.D.SR.MD.KS.RK. Good luck Class of 2013!

Catherine Stansfield
Nicknames: Cat, C.Stan
Ambition: To write a novel.
Secret Ambition: To own every type of cat breed known to man.
"Happiness can be found in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the light." God Bless~

Brian Stanton
Nickname: Stanny
Secret Ambition: To go to the moon.
These four years have taken four years of my life. Bye-Bye!

Victoria Lauren Stewart
Nickname: Vicki
Ambition: To be a Forensic Scientist
Secret Ambition: To own my own nail salon.
Thank you to all of my family, friends, teachers, and coaches for helping me become the person I am today.

Joseph M. Suizzo
Nicknames: Suizz, Joey
Ambition: To go into the culinary arts.
Secret Ambition: To be successful in whatever I choose to do.
Good times with MZ MG KY CC MS MA EB DC SZ MM AF NG TM AT GV DH MC AC CH AS ND MB JB SL CD RA JT WA JN HH MR CM CS

Nina Swinarsky
Nicknames: Swin, Nini
Ambition: To get into the FBI.
Live the life you love, love the life you live.
PV Ladies Fencing.

Kiara Tanguis

David Frank Tantillo
Nickname: DMoney, Big Dave
Ambition: To be happy and successful.
Congratulations Class of 2013! Great friends and teachers many fun memories Way 2 Go HORNETS! Best 4 years of my life

Leah Tarsia
Ambition: To travel the world and get my degree in international business.
Secret Ambition: To forever be happy.
Congratulations Class of 2013! Thank you everyone who supported me throughout high school xoxo I love Fro
Tyler Taterka
Nicknames: J.T, Josh
Ambition: To become a renowned material scientist.
Secret Ambition: To rule the world. The fun I had here made up for the hard work. They say this is the best time of my life. I hope not because it's over.

Joshua Tedesco

Jonathan Lee Michael Tegan
Nicknames: Tegoonz, Tego, Tete
Ambition: Doctorate degree in business finance.
Secret Ambition: Own and live in a penthouse apartment looking over NYC. Goodbye.

Justin Thompson
Nicknames: J-Thomp
Ambition: To move to Miami and open my own business.
Secret Ambition: To be "The Boss". I will never forget my 4 short years at PV. The memories I made are unforgettable & the friendships will last forever.

Amanda Thorpe
Nickname: Little T
Ambition: To work as a Gymnastics Coach.
Secret Ambition: To work at SeaWorld.
Dream big, stay focused, and surround yourself with people who will lift you toward your goals.

Anthony Timothy
Nickname: Timmy
Ambition: To become a millionare.
Secret Ambition: To beat Zac, JP, Ryan, and Gurnari in a race. Pce out PV I'm out to college bouta hold it down for my city like I always do. Can't forget about Drin! SwagGGG OVOXO.

Mia Marie Tobia
Nickname: Mi
Ambition: To help children.
Secret Ambition: To have a different pair of shoes for every day of the year. "Don't tell me the sky's the limit when there are footprints on the moon."
Gymnastics Captain 11-13 <3 LLCGFAP?

Robinson Toledo
Nicknames: Rob, ToTo
Ambition: To make it to the MLB.
Secret Ambition: To become a famous magician.
Good luck to the Class of 2013! PVBB SR JF FR AM MK!

Ryan Joseph Tolomeo
Nicknames: T-Dawg, Tolomeo
Ambition: To be a computer technician.
Secret Ambition: To photograph the world.
My years at PV have been great. shot out to my boys, IN LA MB BO JC <3. Thanks to all the teachers who inspired me at PV.
Justin Torres
Nickname: Troy
Ambition: To be more than just a face in the crowd.
Secret Ambition: To be able to do the worm.
Big thanks to my mother for everything she does for me. Good luck to everyone. Time to take care of business.

Emily Tummino
Nickname: Mike
Ambition: Succeed in life.
Secret Ambition: Professional Chef.

Joseph B Troisi Jr.
Nickname: Troy
Ambition: To succeed in life.

Michael Tross
Nickname: Mike
Ambition: Succeed in life.
Secret Ambition: Professional Chef.

These have been the best four years of my life. Looking forward to college and meeting new people. It's been real PV!

Sahincan Turkmenilli
Daisy Urena
Ismael Vasquez
Anthony Vasta

Nickname: Vasta
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To own my own island.

The last four years have gone by so fast. I would like to thank my friends and family for making them so memorable.

Elice Marie Vazquez
Nickname: Velch
Ambition: To be a Psychologist.
Secret Ambition: To be a dance teacher.

Nicholas Veltri
Ambition: To be a successful financial business man.
Secret Ambition: To become Rich and Famous.

UNDEFEATED. Frosh Football 4 years of Baseball. DTS MDW w my boys MS NM DP DL JT JM Chillin w BF MA RD AR NA

Jenna Vincent
Nickname: Jennahvii
Ambition: To be as interesting and intelligent as Mr. Donnelly.
Secret Ambition: To move to California and drive a pink jeep.

"If you can’t convince them confuse them."

Liridona Vrenezi
Nickname: Dona
Ambition: To succeed in life.
"Just because you fail once doesn’t mean you're gonna fail at everything" - Marilyn Monroe GS.AR<r3
Timothy Wells
Nickname: Tim
Ambition: To be like Ryan Sheckler, a pro skateboarder.
Congrats Class of 2013!

Zac Wells
Nickname: Ricer
Ambition: To be in law enforcement
Secret Ambition: Can't tell you
Bye Bye PV

Rebecca Wende
Nickname: Becca
Ambition: To finish college and fulfill my dreams.
Secret Ambition: Have as many shoes as KMK.
"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined." I'll miss you PV.

Emmiah Wilson

Kyle H. Yancius
Nickname: Yanks, Yan
Ambition: To pursue a job in the medical field.
Secret Ambition: To give the truth to those who deserve it.
SSHTS & Waverunning w/CP; PV FB & Track; Iron Maiden; Fright Fest; Playing @ StonePony; Parties w/ MS,CP,PD,MA,ES,OK,ME,JA,JT

Dan Zarek
Nickname: Danny
Ambition: Have a successful career, healthy life and have no regrets.
Secret Ambition: To own my own successful company.
The memories of high school will be talked about in the future but college gives us memories for life.

Yuan Zhang

Allyson Nicol Zicker
Nickname: Ally, Pop'ems
Ambition: In the future I would like to become a teacher.
Secret Ambition: To trust fall on everyone in the world.
Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the moments that take our breath away PVMB!

Menat Ala Zohdy
Stephanie Nicole Zorilla

Nicknames: Steph, Stephy
Ambition: To have a successful career in the math field.
Secret Ambition: To become a famous singer.
Memories are pictures we will always cherish in our hearts.

Amina Zreik

Ambition: To be a forensic chemist
Secret Ambition: Climb the top half of Mt. Everest downwards.
"Be the change that you wish to see in the world."

Matthew John Zucchi

Nickname: Zook
Ambition: To become a marine engineer.
Secret Ambition: To visit every continent.
R.I.P. Mom & Nona I will Luv u 2 forever I had great times at PV w/ J.S M.G T.J.D J.B M.A special thanks to Mr. Donnelly.

Also Graduating!

Krzysztof Bragiel
Samantha Castanon
Cheray Cotton
Jennifer Duarte
Christopher Fiorenza
Frank Gloor
Stacey Grassi

Damir Jefferson
Eugene Liakovich
Brian Lopez
Milos Mijojkovic
Christopher Mora
Amanda Mabayed
Jad Mubarak

Brian Oh
Gianluca Orlando
Patricia Polanco-Bautist
Rocio Rodriguez
Christopher Russo
Jasmin Sanchez
Eric Schimer

Abdullah Sen
Aleksander Stevanovic
Shirley Taveras
Mara Tepper
Petar Vasilev
Joseph Yodice

Congratulations
Class of 2013!
A Best Friend Is...
A Best Friend Is...
CLASS POLLS

Most Likely To Bring Home To Mom & Dad
1st: Ian Hanley & Allyson Zicker
2nd: Matthew Alcala & Jennifer Reynolds
3rd: Dean Mulligan & Jessica Neville

Class Chatterbox
1st: Megan Reyes & Aaron Montanez
2nd: Dimitri Logothetis & Natasha De La Rosa
3rd: Kyle Cranmer & Cheyenne Davis

Most Infectious Laugh
1st: Darlen Patino & Geena Conti
2nd: Jason Kiani & Mikayla Agnello
3rd: John Cangro & Michelle Balvin

Most Athletic
1st: Anthony Cruz & Carly Berdan
2nd: Nicholas Armagno & Nicole Queliz
3rd: Louis Caitagirone & Carly Nash

Personality Plus
1st: Haitham Zeidan & Lauren Lawson
2nd: Anthony Vasta & Pamela Gaccione
3rd: Antonino Rodolico & Kiara Tanguis

Class Cutie
1st: Dominick Gianduso & Madeline Koterba
2nd: Cristian Reyes & Jenna Vincent
3rd: Azmer Chowdhury & Kylie Antonucci
CLASS POLLS

Million Dollar Smile

1st: Jason Kiani & Jaylin Arroyo
2nd: Nicholas Velti & Alexandra Reda
3rd: Nicholas Mizzone & Danielle Christ

Most Likely to Succeed

1st: Matthew Patton & Emily Sowa
2nd: Jonathan Reda & Kaitlyn Kallert
3rd: Khurshid Sohail & Olympia Iagonikos

High School Sweethearts

1st: Joseph Mazalewski & Brianna Carnovale
2nd: Brian Stanton & Jessica Dikes
3rd: Nicholas Prospero & Kylie Antonucci

Best Performer

1st: Matthew Picazio & Karma Gonzalez
2nd: Vincent Capizzo & Marjeh Amiri
3rd: Giovanni Murro & Erica Gibbons

Best Dressed

1st: Labeed Arsheed & Elaina Kilmentos
2nd: Steven Rodriguez & Sara Gamido
3rd: Louis Nieves & Gabriella Farina

Class Clown

1st: Jonathan Franck & Giuliana Cannizzo
2nd: Darien Patino & Amanda Cirocco
3rd: Isaac Franco & Alexa Tille
THEN
THEN
Top 10 Academic Scholars!

Emily Sowa
Ian Hanley
Michele Lameiras
Kylie Antonucci
Olympia Lagonikos
Khurshid Sohail
Ljubica Minova
Presented in random order according to students GPA of June 2012...
Top 10

Vincent Capizzi

Jonathan Reda

Mathew Picazio

Victoria Stewart

Giovanni Murro
Most Involved

Giuliana Cannizzo  Manijeh Amiri  Matthew Patten

Michael Filippidis  Erica Gibbons

Presented in random order based on activity points accumulated by June 2012
SIBLINGS

Alex and Sabrina Lux
Sydney, Lauren, & Brooke Lawson
Matt and Brittany Patten

Vincent and Alex Cappizzi
Tyler Carrone and Kylie Kovacs
Kelsey and Katie Jensen

Nicole and Alyssa Groh
Jennifer and Teresa Reynolds
Brandon and Andrew Reed

Courtney and Ashley Dondero
Zachary, Joe, and Anthony Mazalewski
Marchella and Michelle DeLuca
Class Of 2014

Class Advisors:
Ms. Van Dyke and Mrs. Ajazi

Class Officers: President: Zack Damiano, Vice President: Gabriella Faria, Treasurer: Jessica Lupo, Secretary: Megan Sytsma *Not Pictured*, Historian: Michelle Niland
Juniors

Jesse Rivera
Joshua Rivera
Justin Rivera
Bryanna Robles
Samantha Rocco
Christopher Rodriguez
Deziray Rodriguez
Sean Rodriguez
Kalven Roldan

Julie Anne Roman
Jediel Rosa
William Rose
Nicholas Sagnella
Ellena Salim
Angelica Salvenini

Elena '\n
Brianna Salvenini
Julio Sanchez
Santana Sandford
Joshua Santana
Samantha Scarp
George Schapp
Carly Schwartz
Edin Sedeyn
Rachel Sedeyn

Brian Seddi
Raj Shah
Suraj Shah
Gregory Shields
Benjamin Shooter
Ashley Silva
Nicholas Sixco
Thomas Sivik
Nicole Smart

Mariah Smith
Steven Smith
Jessica Sobango
Erica Sol
Jessica Sole
Jorge Soto
Eric Stahlbner
Storm Stimson
Savannah Strom

Cody Sych
Megan Systma
Samuel Tahtneck
David Takahashi
Deema Tamimi
Lindsey Tantoli
Devin Taylor
Natalie Tezca
Zachary Thomas

Daniel Toro
Melissa Torres
Natalie Torres
Mia Trubucco
Michael Trombelyn
Thomas Tronto
Jamere Valentin
Mayoer Vand Wegro
Nicholas VanderVoort

Odalys Velaquez
Matte Velaz
Marc Vender
Dina Venezia
Taino Victoria
Alexa Vigorita
Steven Villalona
Anthony Volonnino
Sydney Vuong

Said Washab
Connor Wauilewski
Samantha Weiss
Jeffrey Werner
David Wicereinski
Matthew Wicereinski
Stanley Wicereinski
Steven Williams
Vincent Wisse
Camera Shy

Loandes Aguilar
Ashley Allenova
Liliana Amato
Angelika Basigal
Jessica Cejbal
Christian Camacho
Laura Capo
Kristina C. Collazo
Muhammad Dawish
Yasmin Dawish
Anna Lisa P. Esposito
Julie Feldman
Jaden Loga
Patrick Mascezak
Bri A. Mechamson
Samuel Menez
Amber Osbon
Skye Pino
Sofiana A. Quinones
Kaidah Rueda
Jean M. Raub
Brianna Ribaudo
Anthony Riera
Ronald Vanzo
Shadrach Varando
Christian Zavalla

Juniors
Class Of 2015

Class Advisors:
Ms. Peters and Ms. Sisti

Class Officers: President: Lucas Sverdlen Vice President: Briana Amico, Treasurer: Husanye Cogur, Historian: Alex Capizzi, Secretary: Alyssa Mele
Sophomores

Sarah Duke
Gage Dunkerly
Bao Duong
Deanna Duran
Sami Eirekat
Tony Elias

Reem Elmashe
Gabriella Esmail
Frederick Eriksson
Zachary Estevé
John Freeman
Grace Fallman
Vanessa Figueroa
Nicole Fikes
Taylor Foeds

Angelina Franco
Casiano Franco
Zofia Gallegos
Giovanni Gallipoli
Michael Gallo
Dominic Galorezzo
Alexandra Garcia
Estrella Garcia
Francisco Garcia

Guadalupe Garcia
Jazmine Garcia
Brielle Gasalberti
Bryan Gasulo
Matteo Gencarelli
Victoria Gencarelli
Kevin Ghorishzadeh
Mark Giachi
James Glenboiswki

Alexandra Goldinak
Dennis Danilo Gomez-Diaz
Cristina Granados
Alex Greco
Amy Greene
Brandon Gregg
Tiana Guerero
Paola Gueymey
Alexander Gutierrez

Tyler Hablitz
George Haddad
Tyler Hamilton
Michelle Handal
Casey Hanley
Lindsey Hoyle
Carl Hendela
Kayla Henderson
Daquan Henry

Brandon Herrera
Tyler Heubel
Austin Hill
Cassidy Hinkle
Elizabeth Frenzick
Mark Ruby
Taylor Humes
Jaciell Burra
Dean Herbsaaj

Thomas Ibrahim
Yousef Ibrahim
Traice Ilievski
Sarbel Irizarri
Bane Issa
Serena Jacob
Artur Jakof
Nicolas Jordan
Leonel Justniano
Sophomores

Ashley Lameiras
Joseph Lamignan
Pamela La Rosa
Adrianna Laskowski
Sarah Lauber
Brooke Lawton

Megan Lawson
Sydney Lawson
Jordan Leet
Kareem Leon
Sedla Levine
Joseph Lewicki
Elyse Liolo
Catherine Linck
Daniel Lopez

Jessica Lopez
Katelyn Lucanto
Kristina Lucanto
Christopher Luci
Charles Luisa
Hayley Luisa
Victoria Luisi
Laura Luwa
Megan Macleod

Anthony Mafucci
Christian Mahadeo
Reeda Mahmood
Basheer Mahmod
Cristina Maietta
Bruno Mangieri
Susana Maraukei
Melissa Marino
Jessica Martinez

Keith Martinez
Allison Masi
Gianna Matranga
Jazmin Matta
Helena Mattioli
Gabrielle Mattson
Jessika Mauri
Anthony Mazalewski
Zachary Maezalewski

Ryan McCabe
Caitlyn McCay
Matthew McGauley
Christian Medina
Alyssa Mello
Taylor Melnick
Steven Mendoza
Janel Menghini
Briana Mezina

Anika Minc
James Minella
Hector Miranda
Taylor Mitchell
Alex Mladenovic
Nick Mladenovic
David Mohr
Haley Monte
Russell Monte

Adam Morabito
Kelsey Muir
Samantha Munno
Kendall Murphy
Arnold Myyaj
Jeffin Nandaprakrab
John Nakhsh
Gerard Nazary
Michelle Nassy

63
Class Of 2016

Class Advisors:
Ms. Corthell & Mr. Haimowitz

Class Officers: President: Cristina Colone, Vice President: Matthew Meechec *not pictured*, Treasurer: Taylor Puluse, Historian: Samantha Bugliaro, Secretary: Olivia Vantuno
(a) When $x = 0$,

$\begin{align*}
3 &= A + B \\
-3 &= A + B
\end{align*}$

(b) When $x = \frac{\pi}{2}$,

$\begin{align*}
5 &= A + B \\
5 &= A + B(-1)
\end{align*}$

$5 = A - B$ (2)

Teacher of the Year!

Dr. Tina Pantano
Dear Members of the Class of 2013:

“You’ve got to be careful if you don’t know where you’re going ‘cause you might not get there!”

The Yogi Book ~ Yogi Berra

In 2009, the Class of 2013 entered the halls of Passaic Valley Regional High School in much the same manner that the previous classes arrived in the 70-year history of the district... colored with apprehension, excitement and hope for the future. That year the United States witnessed the inauguration of its first African-American President, a struggling economy, bankruptcy filings of major corporations in the auto industry, worldwide weather calamities and growing international political/military conflicts. Despite these events and challenges, your class proceeded to lay the groundwork for your future.

Many students followed the administrative recommendations made at the eighth grade orientation sessions to become fully involved in the daily life of Passaic Valley. You took advantage of both the academic and co-curricular opportunities in an effort to broaden your experiences and set the stage for future opportunities in your post-secondary lives. Yogi suggests that if you don’t know where you are going, you might not realize your goals. However, the members of this class recognize the world is changing rapidly and that they need to be flexible, creative and to think critically. Thereby, you will be prepared to define your own future.

More than ever before, it is critically important for our young people to understand the importance of becoming life-long learners who recognize the importance of cause and effect and how to monitor their own personal growth. The Yogism that opens this letter was far more accurate in previous generations. However, if you are to become successful contributors to society today, you need to be actively engaged in your own individual development and build on the knowledge and skills acquired during your K-12 experience. Making concrete connections between that knowledge and real world needs will put members of your class on the road to success.

On behalf of the Board of Education and Administration, I wish you the very best in your future plans and remind you to maintain your Hornet Pride in the Green and White.

“Don’t always follow the crowd, because nobody goes there anymore. It’s too crowded.”

The Yogi Book ~ Yogi Berra

Respectfully,
Viktor J. Joganow, Ed.D.
Dr. Viktor Joganow
Superintendent

Mr. Ray Rotella
Principal

Passaic Valley Board of Education

Standing [L to R]: Mr. John Evans, Mr. Richard Greco, Mr. Carlo Spinella (President), Mr. Eugene Ridgeway (Vice President), Mr. Anthony Sjobba, Mrs. Lori Brigati

Sitting [L to R]: Mr. Raymond Reddin Esq. (Board Attorney), Dr. Viktor Joganow, Mrs. Laura Van Winkle, Mr. Paul Gerber, Jr.

Not Pictured: Raymond Luke Damiano
ADMINISTRATION

Buisness Administrator
Paul Gerber, BS

Vice Principal/Disciplinarian
David Settembre, MA

Vice Principal/Student Activities
Patricia Lynch, MSEd, MHE

Director of Special Services
Micheal Paternoster, MA

Director of Technology Education
Anthony Meluso, MA

Administrator of Curriculum
Michael O'Brien, BS

Supervisor of Building and Grounds
Tim Platt, CEFM
GUIDANCE

Director of Guidance Services

Mariaelena Perosi
MA, MEd

Kris Kohler, MA

Diana L. Pascquariello, MA

William Pantale, MA

Danielle Vigilante, MEd

Jennifer Shue, MA
Faculty and Staff

Corine Czepiel, MA  
Art

Michael D'Amico, BA  
Social Studies

Lori Dearani  
Attendance Office Secretary

Thomas Deeney, BA  
Social Studies

Kathleen Delanno, MA  
Language Arts

Michael DeLucia, BA  
Music

Lori Denscy, BFA  
Art

Angelo DeSalvo, BA  
Social Studies

Anne Marie Dolce, BA  
World Language

Timothy Donnelly, MEd  
Social Studies

Deb Dross, MS  
Athletic Trainer

Mary Ehret, MA  
Child Study Team

Megan Ellis  
Language Arts

Ashley Formanek  
Special Education

Jareed Fowler, MA  
Language Arts

Jeffrey Francisco, MA  
Social Studies

Raymond Frasche, BS  
Music

Mary Garofalo, MA  
Language Arts

Zuzana Geleta, BA  
Home Economics

Billy Goodman, MS  
Science

Michael Gordon, BS  
Mathematics

Cheryl Grande, MA  
Physical Education

Kevin Haimowitz  
Science

Darcy Hall, MA  
Language Arts

Nancy Helbourg, MA  
Mathematics

James Holsworth, MA  
Social Studies

Peg Houle  
Home Economics

John Howard, MS  
Science

Carolyn Ingraham, BA  
Art

Edward Iobs, MA, MS, MEd  
Science Department Head
Faculty and Staff

Donna Waryas
Secretary

Stephanie Weber, MA
Technology

Allison Weisbrod, BS
Science

Matthew Youngberg, BA
Mathematics

Marie Ziccardi
World Language

Officer John Yanak
School Security Officer

Frank Cappello
Permanent Substitute

Jennifer Casselli
Classroom Aide

Joseph Keating
Classroom Aide

Ryan Leaf
Classroom Aide

Peter Longo, BS
Classroom Aide

Brian Manfredonia
Classroom Aide

Megan Ruchalski
Classroom Aide

Karen Ruchalski
Classroom Aide

Laura Juengling
Classroom Aide

Kathleen Wilson
Classroom Aide

Camera Shy!

Diana Angelo
Lillian Canova
Tammy Cantor
Lisa Clark
Thomas Digiore
Angela Gallo
Kimberly Hessenius
Dennis Murray
Karen Paulison
Nicole Shamey

Retiree

Nancy Ariola
Thank You for all you have done
during your time at Passaic Valley
High School. We greatly appreciate
all of your help with the yearbook
every year. You will be greatly
missed!
Teacher Polls

One of the Kids
Mr. Kapral & Miss Corthell

Best Dressed
Mr. D'Amico & Miss Peters

Most Worldly
Mrs. Vasa & Mr. Donnelly

Chillest Teacher
Mr. Gordon & Ms. Mulcahy
"You miss 100% of the shots you don't take."
Wayne Gretzky

"You can't put a limit on anything. The more you dream, the farther you get."
Michael Phelps

"Champions aren't made in the gyms. Champions are made from something they have deep inside them - a desire, a dream, a vision."
Muhammad Ali
SPOR\_T

“Talent wins games, but teamwork, and intelligence wins championships.”
Michael Jordan

“Winning means you're willing to go longer, work harder, and give more than anyone else.”
Vince Lombardi

“Awards become corroded, friends gather no dust.”
Jesse Owens
FOOTBALL

Coaches: Pete Longo, Rudy Simonetti, Brian Leaf, Bill Johnson, Joel Thornton, Angelo Morracco, Anthony O'Hara, Joe Benvenuti

Captains: Louis Caltagirone, Nicholas Armagno, Joey Mazalewski, Matthew Koch, Steven Rodriguez

Seniors: Matthew Alcala, Louis Caltagirone, Jonathan Tegan, Matthew Koch, Steven Rodriguez, Matthew DelPercio, Joshua Abdi, Dean Mulligan, Drini Korca, Michael Matthaei, Matthew Patten, Cesar Concepcion, Andrew Reed, Aaron Montanez, Cristian Reyes, Marlon Silva, Dylan Belding, Dominic DePasquale, Frank Conti, Jason Kiami, Joshua Tedesco, Roberto Brigati, Dominick Gianduso, Nicholas Armagno, Joey Mazalewski, Haitham Zeidan, Justin Thompson
CHEERLEADING

PV You Know!

Captains: Marchella DeLuca, Pamela Gaccione, Ashley Dondero

Seniors: Marchella DeLuca, Pamela Gaccione, Ashley Dondero, Michelle DeLuca, Kylie Kovacs

Coaches: Kathleen Dellanno, Jamie Peters, Stephanie Rubino
MARCHING BAND

Captains: Maia Serrano, Ali DiFalco, Casey McCall, Sam Son, Kylie Antonucci, Erica Gibbons

Coach: Michael DeLuccia


*North Jersey Area Honors Band
FIELD
HOCKEY
Push to play, drive to win!

Captains: Alyssa Groh, Mikayla Agnello, Amanda Cirocco

Coaches: Cheryl Grande, Lori Demsey

Coach Grande retires after 18 years and 100 plus wins!

Seniors: Sara Garrido, Jamie Davidson, Bethann Dombrowski, Alyssa Groh, Adrianna Bloom, Stacey Grassi, Amanda Cirocco, Mikayla Agnello, Jessica Dilkes, Kelsey Jensen
GYMNASTICS

KEEP CALM and TUMBLE ON

Captains: Lara LoBue, Mia Tobia, Casey Santiago

Managers: Amanda Roth, Jacalyn Fakhoury, Amanda Garcia

Seniors: Victoria Kriv, Casey Santiago, Mia Tobia, Lara LoBue, Corey Mrocka, Leslie Gomez, Amanda Roth, Emily Sowa, Jacalyn Fakhoury, Cathy Aulino, Amanda Garcia, Amanda Thorpe

Coaches: Jenai Agosta*, Corine Czepiel
*Passaic County Gymnastics Coach of the Year
GIRLS
SOCCER

Captains: Carly Berdan, Nicole Queliz, Carly Nash

Coaches: Kathleen Berthold, Thomas Deeney

Seniors: Carly Berdan, Nicole Queliz, Carly Nash, Michelle Balvin
BOYS SOCCER

Captain: Brian Martins

Coach: Michael Couden,
Passaic County Soccer
Coach of the Year

Seniors: Mustafa Oudah, Connor Perzely, Max Frankovits, Dimitri Logothetis, Brian Martins, Christopher Juskin, Frank Gloor, Christopher Fiorenza, Matthew Zucchi, Nicholas Senatore, Kyle Cranmer.
CROSS COUNTRY

Coaches: William Goodman, Jeffrey Francisco

Captain: Sean Smith (centered)
Assistant Captains: Matt Kiss (left), Megan Rich (right)

Seniors: Tj Doherty, Andrew Guthrie, Sean Smith, John Notte, Matt Kiss, Kiara Tanguis
Girls Tennis

Varsity Team: Eunice Park, Zofia Gallegos, Pauline Porucznik, Nisha Desai, Kasja Sisijevic, Kristina Kalezic, Ljubica Minova

Coach: Anthony Ottino

Seniors/Captains: Eunice Park, Ljubica Minova, Nisha Desai
Captains: (From left to right) Jessie Lebiedz, Melissa Dunn & Melissa Jaeger

Seniors: (From left to right) Jessie Lebiedz, Melissa Dunn & Melissa Jaeger

Coaches: William Robertazzi & Lynn Trautz

COUNTY CHAMPS!
WRESTLING

Head Coach: Joe Benvenuti
Assistant Coaches: Brian Kapral & Mike Benvenuti (not pictured)

Captains: Nicholas Armagno
Matthew Patten

Seniors: Nicholas Armagno
Baraa Morakton
Robert D'Antonio
Matthew Patten
Anthony Cruz
Marlon Silva
Daniel Zarek
GIRLS FENCING

Captains: Cara Luciano and Samantha Son

Coach: John Howard
Not Pictured: Kerstin Howard

Seniors, seated: Cara Luciano and Samantha Son
Standing: Cheyenne Davis, Cassandra McCall, Julie Minouge, Nina Swinarsky
Captains: Nicholas Sessa and Jonathan Reda

Seniors: Daniel Sanchez, Ismael Vasquez, Ryan Tolomeo, Nicholas Sessa, John Notte, Daniel Murray and Jonathan Reda.

Coach: Timothy Donnelly
Not Pictured: Will Puglisi, Andrew Miller, Steve Murphy
ICE HOCKEY

Coach: Michael Sheehan

Captains: Anthony Gurnari, Nicholas Prospero, Jesse Novak

Seniors: Nicholas Prospero, Anthony Gurnari, Jesse Novak, Thanh Phan, Erick Graber, Mitchell Donato

Photo Credit to tdimages.net (Excluding the coach's picture)
GIRLS BASKETBALL

Coaches: Michael Couden and Marc Salvatore

Seniors/Captains: Melissa Jaeger, Carly Nash, Jennifer Reynolds

WON PV CHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT!
BOYS BASKETBALL

Coach: Robert Carcich

Senior: Ian Hanley
INDOOR TRACK

Coaches: Bill Johnson, Alfred Cappello, Brad Ottino

Seniors: Christopher Moret, Louis Caltagirone, Michael Filippidis, Alexa Fontanella, Victoria Stewart, Sean Smith, Kiara Tanguis, Matthew Kiss, Andrew Guthrie, Joshua Tedesco, David Tantillo, Luis Apaza, Victoria Kriv
Captains: Ryan Tolomeo and Billy Rose

Senior: Ryan Tolomeo

Coach: Frank Ariola
Senior/Captain: Kaitlyn Kallert
Coach: Christopher Canning
BASEBALL

Seniors/Captains: Vincent Fikes, Nicholas Veltri, Alexander Lux, Dylan Belding, Robinson Toledo, Michael Smith, Greg Orlando, Kyle Cranmer, Ian Hanley, Brian Stanton, Kevin McCabe

Head Coach: John Mazzo
Assist. Coaches: John Pelosi, Rob Adams, Jared Fowler, Kevin Haimowitz, Craig Anderson, Joe Wassel, & Mike DeLuccia (not pictured)
Girls Lacrosse

Captains: Mikayla Agnello and Amanda Perez

Coaches: Kelly Morris, Heather Davenport, Lori Demsey
Not Pictured: Mary Garofalo

Senior: Mikayla Agnello
Not Pictured: Jessica Dilkes
BOYS LACROSSE

Captains: Ryan Bier, Max Frankovits, Stephen Sornoza

Seniors: Ryan Bier, Stephen Sornoza, Max Frankovits, Matthew Zucchi, Edgar Garcia, and Thanh Phan

Coaches: Anthony O'Hara, Brian Kapral
BOYS TENNIS

Captains: Raj Shah, Suraj Patel, Suraj Shah

Coach: Anthony Ottino
BOYS VOLLEYBALL

Seniors/Captains: Anthony Timothy, Matthew Alcala, Dean Mulligan, Aaron Montanez, Connor Perzely, Matthew Patten, Christopher Juskin, Mathew DiGiaimo, Khurshid Sohail, Nicholas Senatore

Coaches: Thomas Deeney and William Robertazzi
SPRING TRACK

Coaches: Al Cappello, Bill Johnson, Joel Thorton, Joe Keating, Cheryl Grande, Brad Ottino

Captains: Victoria Stewart, Victoria Kriv, Louis Caltagirone, Abdelrahman Ahmed, Andrew Guthrie, Luis Apaza, Sean Smith, Cesar Concepcion, Joshua Tedesco

Clubs & Activities

Physics Club

Spanish Club

PV Honor Society

Spanish Honor Society

PV Web Design

Student Senate

Ski Club

Thought Club
Clubs & Activities

Peer Mentoring

Vocal Ensemble
Sorry we missed you!

- French Club
- French Honor Society
- Future Business Leaders of America
- Italian Honor Society
- Ping Pong
- Student Trainers Club
- Varsity Club

"Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance you must keep moving."

Albert Einstein
Green Chief: Lauren Lawson

GREEN & WHITE HEADS

CHEER - Houdini
EXERCISE - Captain America
DANCE - Black Swan

HEADS
CHEER - Ashley Dondoro & Samantha Scarpa
EXERCISE - Lily DiMattia & Taylor Panas
DANCE - Pamela Gacione & Marchella DeLuca
RELAYS - Michelle DeLuca, Geena Conti & Dana Woods
POSTERS - Eunice Park, Michelle Laimone & Elaina Kilmentos
NOVELTIES - Jennifer DaliCardillo & Korin Levetanos
COMMITTEE DANCE - Julia Black & Eleni Chryssos
ATTENDANCE & APPAREL - Erin Schlosser
AD BOOK - Jess Landi & Gabriella Campen
"We Run the NIGHT"

ADVISORS: Kathleen Dellanno
Ennely Cid, Lindita Kurtishi, Jamie Peters

PRESIDENT
Kaitlyn Kallert

White Chief: Alexa Tillie

CHEER - The Dark Knight
EXERCISE - Optimus Prime
DANCE - Brides

WHITE
S

HEADS
CHEER - Kylie Kovacs & Mia Trabucco
EXERCISE - Kiarra Collazo & Megan Sytsma
DANCE - Kelly Coyle & Arisbell Mateo
RELAYS - Cary Nash, Nicole Guetzl & Jessica Lupo
POSTERS - Olympia Lagonikos & Jessie Lebeidz
NOVELTIES - Kristen Oldja, Gabriella Faria
COMMITEE DANCE- Lara Lobue & Samantha Meehan
ATTENDANCE & APPAREL- Giuliana Cannizzo
AD BOOK- Michelle Niland & Tiffany O’Neill
Julio Sanchez, Alexa Tillie

Almost

November 16th and 17th

Giuliana Carr, Nick Sagnella

Julio Sanchez, Alexa Tillie

Haley Monk, Brian Sedita

Vincent Capizzi, Jennifer Novak

Manijeh Amiri, Taino Victoria
Taino Victoria, Nick Sagnella

MAINE

Passaic Valley Theatre

Karinna Gonzalez, Brian Sedita

Julia Piccolo, Vincent Capizzi

Alexa Tillie, Mat Picazio, Haley Monk

Directed by Caren Atamien
Stage Managers: Giuliana Cannizzo and Karinna Gonzalez
Advisor: Jared Fowler

Award Winning Publication!

Once Upon A Time

Johar Abayhan  Layth Abdelqader  Joshua Abdi  Whitney Abreu  Mikayla Agnello  Nelson Agnulo
Alexis Albanese  Matthew Alcala  Dwa’a Alkhalaf  Kylie Antonucci  Luis Apaza
Jennifer Arango  Nick Armagno  Jaylin Arroyo  Catherine Aulino  Michelle Balvin  Axel Bardales
Anthony Barilari  Magy Bebawy  Dylan Belding  Carly Berdan  Hyan Bier
Adrianna Bloom  Julia Booth  Roberto Brigati  Breanna Brito  Giuliana Cannizzo  John Cangro
Vincent Capizzi  Brianna Carnovale  Christina Castillo  Danielle Christ  Farha Choudhury
Amanda Cirocco  Sarah Cochran  Adam Colon  Cesar Concepcion  Frank Conti  Geena Conti
Kyle Cranmer  Robert D’Antonio  Rawan Darwish  Cheyenne Davis  Natasha DelaHosa
Marchella DeLuca  Michelle DeLuca  Nisha Desai  Phillip DeYoung  Ali DiFalco  Matthew DiGiaimo
Once Upon A Time

Jessica Dilkes  Lily DiMattia  Thomas Doherty  BethAnn Dombrowski  Mitch Donato  Ashley Dondero
Melissa Dunn  Jacalyn Fakhoury  Aylissa Farina  Thomas Ficarra  Michael Filippidis
Vincent Fikes  Alexa Fontanella  Jon Franck  Max Frankovits  Daren Gabriel-Jones  Pam Gaccione
Amanda Garcia  Edgar Garcia  Dominick Glanduso  Enica Gibbons  Michael Giovanucci
Leslie Gomez  Karianna Gonzalez  Dave Graziano  Zachary Grochowski  Alyssa Groh  Andrew Haddad
Hannah Hajbi  Christina Halbermy  Ian Hanley  Chasity Hernandez  Elif Inal
Diane Issa  Monica Jackson  Melissa Jaeger  Kelsey Jensen  Chris Juskin  Kaitlyn Kallert
Kathy Karcz  Riji Khan  Elaina Klimentos  Madeline Koterba  Kylie Kovacs
Victoria Kriv  Olympia Lagonikos  Michele Lameiras  Diana Leach  Jessie Lebiedz
Once Upon A Time

Lara LoBue  Dimitri Logothetis  Cara Luciano  Christoher Luciano  Alexander Lux  Marissa Marino

Brian Martins  Joseph Mazalewski  Kevin McCabe  Casey McCall  Julia Minogue

Ljubica Minova  Angela Miranda  Nick Mizione  Tahmina Mojumder  Cynthia Molina  Aaron Montanez

Baraa Morakta  Nicholas Morello  Corey Mrocka  Dean Mulligan  Daniel Murray

Giovanni Murro  Carly Nash  Jessica Neville  Louis Nieves  Jesse Novak  Jackie Palmesino

Donald Papagni  Eunice Park  Darien Patino  Romina Patriacra  Matt Patten

Michelle Pepe  Nicole Perdomo  Tainely Perez  Connor Perzely  Chris Petruolo  Thanh Phan

Liridona Vrenezi  Michelle Piwowar  Justine Pokora  Nick Prospero  Nicole Queliz

Joanna Rattino  Sahil Raval  Alexandra Reda  Jonathan Reda  Andrew Reed  Cristian Reyes
Once Upon A Time

Megan Reyes  Jennifer Reynolds  Caitlin Ribeiro  Christina Rivera  Anthony Rodolico  Alex Rodriguez
Facundo Rodriguez  Steven Rodriguez  Amanda Roth  Narimann Salim  Casey Santiago
Elizabeth Schoonfield  Erin Schlosser  Gabriella Scrozzo  Osman Selman  Nick Senatore  Maia Serrano
John Sevick  Zack Siddiq  Michael Smith  Sean Smith  Khurshid Sohail
Sam Son  Stephen Sornoza  Emily Sowa  Catherine Stansfield  Brian Stanton  Victoria Stewart
Joseph Suizzo  Joshua Tedesco  Jonathan Tegan  Justin Thompson  Amanda Thorpe
Alexa Tillie  Anthony Timothy  Robinson Toledo  Ryan Tolomeo  Joseph Troisi  Michael Tross
Anthony Vasta  Nicholas Veltri  Jenna Vincent  Zachary Wells  Rebecca Wende
Kyle Yancius  Daniel Zarek  Ally Zicker  Stephanie Zorrilla  Amina Zreik  Matt Zucchi
Days fly by quickly and children move on. Before we know it the "old times" are gone. But as we look back at generations gone by, we, reflect on the memories that serve as a tie. Binding us together with future and past; and building a story that forever will last.

By Shannon Fahine
Kylie Antonucci:
To Kylie,
I can't believe my baby is graduating high school. I knew this day would eventually come, but I guess I didn't realize how fast it would get here. It seems like just yesterday I was dropping you off for your first day of kindergarten. That was a hard day for me, but not as hard as it will be having you go off to college. That's going to be a really tough one! I just want you to know how very proud we are of you, of all the choices you have made and all you have accomplished in the past 4 years. You are a beautiful young woman inside and out and we know you to know how very proud we are of you, of your dreams. You are a beautiful woman. Julia, we are so proud of you. You've worked so hard and have always been focused. We have all the confidence in the world that you will succeed in whatever you do. We love you! Love, your godchildren, Anabella and Nicholas

Julia Booth:
Julia,
We are so proud of you. You've worked so hard and now it's time for the next journey. You'll do GREAT. We love you, Mom, Dad, and Robert
Dear Julie,
Thanks for being the best godmother ever! We love you and are so proud of you!
Love, your godchildren, Anabella and Nicholas

Brianna Carnovale:
Brianna,
Words cannot describe how very proud we are of you. You've worked so hard and have always been focused. We have all the confidence in the world that you will succeed in whatever you do. We love you! Love, Mom, Dad, and Ally

Christina Jane Castillo:
Christina, we are so proud of your 4 years of High School. We wish you the best in your future. Love always,
Daddy, Mommy, and Sara

Michael Giovannucci:
Dear Michael,
It seems like yesterday when you started kindergarten and here you are graduating from high school. We are so proud of you. We know you have a bright and successful future ahead of you. We will always be here for you. Congratulations.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Cheyenne Davis:
Cheyenne,
Congratulations and the best of luck in your future endeavors! We love you!
Love,
Bambi, Aunt Sharon, Aunt Beatrice and Elliot
Cheyenne,
Congratulations! We are so proud of you for making it this far! We wish you much success and happiness in your future endeavors.
We love you so much!
Love,
Aunt Pat, Tiffany, Monet, Jacob and Olivia
To Our Cheyenne,
CONGRATULATIONS! We are so proud of your accomplishments and thrilled about you going to college. We want you to know that we are always here for you and pray that you remain humble, thoughtful and loving. Trust your instincts and be brave enough to listen and know that those who love you will do so unconditionally. Never tuck away your dreams because they embellish who you are, the light in your eyes when you smile, your witty sense of humor, the spitfire you get when someone has really irritated you, but most of all your compassion that you have for others. Remember to keep GOD FIRST for he is the first-aid kit that you will continue to need as you go through life and for each star that shines it represents an opportunity that whatever your aspirations are you can achieve them. REACH FOR THE SKY - much success in your future endeavors...WE BELIEVE IN YOU.
We love you so much.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Lily Elaine DiMattia:
Our dearest Lily,
It is hard to believe that you will be graduating from high school and moving on to college; it seems like just yesterday we were picking you up from Magic Years Pre-School. What a fine young lady you have become and as you move into the next phase of your life, we trust that you will make fine choices. What a treasure you are to us and it goes without saying that we love you tremendously.
Love always,
Mom & Dad xoxoxoxox

Alesandra DiFalco:
It seems as though it was not long ago we walked you into Pre-K. And now you are graduating highschool. We are very proud of you and wish you all the best. Thank you for all the beautiful memories you have given us through the year. Congratulations and good luck.
We love you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Paulie XO
Michelle and Marchella DeLuca:
Michelle and Marchella DeLuca,
It seems like yesterday that God blessed us with beautiful twin girls. We are so blessed to have you in our lives. You have grown up to be such loving, compassionate, caring, and strong young women. You have given us so many wonderful memories watching you both during Cheering and Girl's Show. We are so proud of all your accomplishments. May your future be filled with success and always be there for each other through the ups and downs. Follow your hearts and never settle for less. Set your goals high, and strive to reach them. And may all your dreams become reality. May God guide you both, keep you safe, and bless you with good health. We hope that your lives will be filled with happiness and good fortune and you achieve whatever your hearts desire. You are loved more than words can express!
"LAUGH WITH ALL YOUR HEART DANCE LIKE NO ONE IS WATCHING CHERISH EVERY MOMENT!"
All our love,
Mom & Dad

Ashley Dondero:
To my beautiful daughter Ashley,
Where do I begin to tell you how proud I am of you... You have grown into such a beautiful young woman on the inside as well as the outside. You have brought so much joy into mine and your sister Courtney's life and made us a complete and happy family. We have been through so much together and your life's journey is just beginning. I'm so excited for you and what your future holds for you, just always remember no matter where you go in life Courtney and I will always be there for you. I love you with all my heart and soul!
Love always & forever,
Mom & Courtney

Thomas Ficarra
Congratulations on your graduation! I know that you will continue on and do great things in your life. I will always support you in whatever you choose to pursue. You have always been so strong and independent. Use those positive qualities to make the world a better place!
Love,
Mom

Alexa Fontanella:
Dear Alexa, Congratulations and best wishes as you graduate from high school. You have completed one more chapter, and are about to begin another, in the story of your life. Through your hard work and determination your goals will be achieved and your dreams will become reality. We have watched you grow and develop into a beautiful young woman and we are so very proud of you. May the story of your life become #1 on the best sellers list. We love you so very much!
Mom, Dad, Jimmy, and Christini

Melissa Dunn:
Melissa,
It seems just like yesterday that we were seeing you off to kindergarten. We remember taking a video of you and Brendon boarding the bus on your first day of school. Although the years have gone by fast, you have always given us so much happiness and so many reasons to be proud of you. When you made the PV Honor Society in your sophomore year, it was just the beginning of many accomplishments to come. We challenged you to always do your best, regardless of the outcome. You took that challenge and ran with it. In your junior year you were inducted into the National Honor Society as well as the Foreign Language Honor Society. Then in your senior year, as captain of your volleyball team, you earned the distinction of Passaic County Champions, something which had never before been done in the history of PV. Most of all, and more importantly, we are extremely proud of the wonderful person you have become. You face a very bright future, and whatever college you choose to attend they will be fortunate to have you.
With all our love always,
Mom, Dad, and Sean

Pamela Gaccione:
Dear Pamela,
It feels like a dream that our baby girl is graduating from high school. Even though this time is very bittersweet, and the realization that our little girl all grown up brings tears to our eyes, we couldn't have asked for a more precious extraordinary daughter. We are so very proud of all that you have accomplished and achieved, while never losing your caring, loving personality. No matter where life leads you, always know we will be right there sharing, supporting and loving you! Your life is just beginning and we are so excited to be a part of all that you have yet to experience. Never lose your heart so full of love! Congratulations our precious angel!
Love Always & Forever,
Mom, Dad, Tommy & Sadee
xoxo
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Erica Gibbons:
Dear Erica,
We can't believe that the time has flown by since the day that you went off to Kindergarten. You have achieved so much since that time and have grown to be an extremely sensitive, compassionate, driven individual. You have learned that great lemonade can be made from life's lemons. In the words of Marilyn Monroe, "...sometimes good things fall apart so better things can fall together." Things certainly have fallen together for you over the last four years. You will be extremely successful in whatever it is you decide to do in life because you are driven and determined to be the best that you can possibly be at whatever it is that you are doing. You make us extremely proud to call you our daughter. Never stop making beautiful music. We love you so much! Love always,
Daddy and Mommy XOXO

Diana Leach:
Through the years, I've watched you grow, to become the princess we all know. All this time I've watched you dance and now it is your chance, to be all you want to be because you are everything to me. We love you Dee-Class of 2013!
Love, Mom, Dad, Darren, and Gianna

Casey McCall
Casey,
Words cannot express how proud we are of you and what you have accomplished. We know you will make your dreams come true. Your passion for music will lead the way. Keep playing your heart out. We love you so very much,
Mom, Dad, and Caity

Ilanell Matias:
Ilan,
From Heaven above we have watched you grow, we are so proud of you our only bro. Do not be sad or mad our place is here with our heavenly Dad. We are your guardian Angels, his promise to you.
"For he will command his Angels concerning you to guard you in all your ways." Psalm 91:11
We love you and are so proud of you,
Gracie, Lynn, Lianela Mia, and Liana Destiny Matias.
Ilanell,
You are our blessing from god. We love you and we are so proud of whom you have become. Continue with your heart of gold and your compassion for people. We love you, our "bebote"
Love Mami y Papi

Julianna Minogue
Julie,
I'm so very proud of you. You have become a lovely young woman with a great maturity about you, (sometimes). You have overcome many obstacles but always stayed true to yourself and as the song says, you made it through the rain. I'll always be here if you need me for anything. I love you, stay strong.
Paula,
Wake up!! But I love you too.
Love Aunt Robbin XOXO
PS, Your high school days have ended so now your new journey in life begins. Always remember- God loves you and so do I.
Gramma XX

Julie/Aunt Julie,
We cannot express how proud we are of you. You have grown up to be such a responsible, beautiful young woman and we expect nothing but great things from you. College will be the greatest years of your life, enjoy them and take advantage of the opportunities given to you to grow, prosper, and be an even better person than you are today. Enjoy, we love you!
Sissy, Derek, and Taylor
PS Aunt Eve says it has been a pleasure to watch you in band and at fencing and now she will see you graduate, and yes, she will cry.
Congratulations Julie! We are so proud of you! Can't believe you are already graduating- seems like only yesterday you were an adorable little girl. Look at you now, a remarkable young woman. We know you have a bright future ahead of you, and know we will be with you all along the way. Love,
Beth, Laura, Brian, and Mark.
Dear Julie,
What can I say about how proud of you I am. I have seen you as a fierce, loyal friend, a hard worker and a responsible adult. You draw a mean picture, bang a perfect gong and fence an opponent like nobody's business. Your volunteer work with animals shows what a passionate person you are. You have overcome anything that was thrown at you and have emerged a beautiful, smart, athletic, kind, young woman. You impress me and how nice generous a person you are. You are a wonderful daughter, sister, cousin, niece and Granddaughter. You will be an even better Aunt and Godmother. Your positive attitude is unmatched. I know in my heart that you will accomplish anything you set out to do. I WILL BE RIGHT BEHIND YOU ALL THE WAY!
Stay Silly, I love you
Mom SOX
Nick Morello:
We hope your dreams take you to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known. Best of luck on your high school graduation you have made and still make us so proud! You are the best son in the world to us! Congratulations!!!
Love Mom & Dad xoxo

Daniel John Murray:
Dear Daniel,
Wow! Has it been eighteen years already? You came into this world a little early, but always had drive and determination. You may have been small, but boy you were strong. You have always been level-headed with lots of common sense, and the one that we could count on. You have brought us more joy that you ever know while watching you grow into the wonderful young man you are today. We are proud of your accomplishments in academics, music, fencing, and track, as well as volunteering to help others. Because of your determination and drive, dedication to your family, and kindness you are a very special person. May you travel life's journey with faith, happiness, good health, peace, and love. Always believe in yourself. Remember that we are here to support you in all that you do, and love you until the end of time.
Congratulations on your high school graduation! Best of luck in all that you do in the future! Never lose that focus and persistence. It will help you achieve whatever it is you want. We love you now and always!
Mom, Dad, Johnny, and Jacqui

Michelle Pepe:
Michelle,
We couldn't be any prouder of the amazing young woman you've grown into. This next chapter of life is going to be full of wonderful & exciting experiences, make sure you take the time to enjoy them.
Love always and forever,
Aunt Lynne, Uncle Joe, Zach & Gabbi
I'm so proud of all your accomplishments. You have taken on life's many challenges and have succeeded. High school graduation will lead you into the future with dreams that will come true.
Love always and forever, Dad

Shella,
It has been so awesome watching you blossom into the beautiful, strong and caring woman you are. We are so thankful to have you in our lives and look forward to watching you achieve all of your dreams. We love you always and are so proud of you. You have always been more than just a niece to us and it is an honor to have you in our lives. Reach for the stars because you deserve nothing but the best.
All our love,
Uncle Joe & Aunt Cyndi <3

Joseph Mazalewski:
Joey;
We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. We want nothing but success and happiness for your future.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Anthony, and Zachary

Nicholas Prospero:
Congratulations! Best of luck and much success in your future endeavors. We love you and are so proud of you. Love ya, Mom and Dad xxoo

Anthony Rodolico:
Congratulations to my grandson Anthony. Nonna is so proud of you. You have grown into a wonderful young man. I wish you all the best in all that you do. Always remember that I am here for you and that Nonno is looking down at you and smiling, you made him so proud. Remember his words to you, "Be strong Anthony."
Love,
Nonna Maria and from up in heaven Nonno Franco.
Dear Anthony,
We wish you all the best in your future. We are very proud of you and we love you very much and will always be there for you.
-Your Godparents and your cousin Valentina.
Congratulations Anthony! We are so proud of you. We wish you much success in the future. Always follow your dreams.
Love,
Zia Roe, Uncle Roy, and the boys.
Congratulations to you and all your accomplishments. We are all very proud of you.
Love,
Uncle Bill, Aunt Tini, Frankie, and Nick Iacovo.
Dear Anthony,
I love you very much and I'm very proud of you and Nonno would be also if he was here, but I'm sure he will always be watching over you. Good luck in your future.
With lot's of love,
Nonna Rosetta.
Words cannot express how proud you have made us. You had to overcome many obstacles in your young life and through your hard work and determination you came out as the winner that we know you are. Keep working hard and you will accomplish all the goals that you set in life. We love you and will always be here for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Giancarlo, and Angelo.
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Joanna Rattino:
You are an amazing young woman and no matter what obstacles come your way, you will always shine through. Remember, it's not about waiting for the storm to pass, it's learning to dance in the rain. When you have the chance to sit it out or dance... I hope you dance!
Love you always and forever,
Mom

Stephen Sornoza:
Congratulations-you made it. Best of luck for a wonderful future; may you achieve success in whatever you do. Remember to always believe in yourself and follow your dreams. Love,
Mom and Dad

Alexa Kristine Tille:
Dear Alexa Kristine, we can't tell you how proud we are of you. You are so very special inside and out. Your personality lights up the room. We know that wherever your path may take you, you will be the best at it. You always put 100% into whatever you do. Mom and Dad are so proud of you. Keep striving to be the best that you can be. We all love you so very much and wish you only the best in life. We are so proud of all of your accomplishments. Steven, Sarah, Christian and Izzy love you with all of their hearts. Congratulations our sweetheart!!
Love and Kisses,
Mom, Dad, Steven, Sarah, Christian, and Izzy
xoxoxoxoxo

Ryan J. Tolomeo:
Ryan,
Your years at Passaic Valley have been both successful and enjoyable. We are very proud of your accomplishments! Keep up the good work in the future.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Melanie

Kyle Yancius:
Dear Kyle,
Words cannot express how proud I am of you and how much I love you. You conquered so many adversities and losses in your young life and were still able to achieve great grades, participate in sports, music and acquire a wonderful group of friends. After your dad passed away, you were not only my son; you became my best friend. You are kind, loving and sincere and I know Dad would feel the same pride as I do today. You have a bright future ahead of you with many good things to come. Congratulations!!
I love you,
Mom

Alexandra Reda:
Wow! It's hard to believe that you are graduating high school. Where did the time go? We are so proud of the young woman you have become. Good luck in all your future endeavors. We love you! Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Taylor, Mikey, and Mema

Christopher Petrillo:
"You did it!" Congrats - One door closes and a new one will now open. We will always be here for you. We wish you the best in whatever you choose to move forward with. You are a great person and a lot of fun. You deserve the best! We love you!
Dad, Mom, Ashley and Brandon
To: Michelle and Marchella DeLuca - Congrats to my little sisters. I am so proud of you! Good Luck and remember I am always here for you both. Love you so much
From: Adriana

To: Class of 2013 - Best wishes to the class of 2013! From: Kathleen Menake

To: Alexa Tillie - Good luck to our big sister. We love you. From: Steven, Sarah, and Christian

To: Ryan Tolomeo - Congratulations - We knew you could do it! From: Mom, Dad, and Melanie

To: Tim Wells - Congratulations and good luck in the future. From: Mom and Dad

To: Nicholas Prospero - Best of luck and much success. From: Lucas and Jack

To: Kyle Yancius - Wishing you much happiness in your future. You light up my life - Love You From: Grandma

To the Senior Class: The baseball coaching staff would like to congratulate all the seniors, especially the senior baseball players on their fine accomplishment of graduation.

To: Giovanni Murro- Good Luck, Giovanni and Always Shoot for the Moon. Even if you miss, You'll Land Among the Stars. Love, Aunt Michele and Uncle Vinnie

The 2013 Yearbook Staff would like to thank the Board of Education, Jostens, Lifetouch Prestige, Turner Sports Photography and the following individuals for making our yearbook a success:

Mrs. Gail Sliker
Mrs. Donna Waryas
Mr. Ray Rotella
Dr. Viktor Joganow
Mr. Anthony Meluso
Mrs. Patricia Lynch
Mr. Lou Esposito Jr.
Ms. Justine Hyle-Prime
Mrs. Amy Pellegrini
& many others
CONGRATULATIONS

to

Julia Lynn

For your

accomplishments,

achievements and

your

graduation!

With love from

Mom, Dad,

Robert, Bailey,

& Pearl
Cesar,

The greatest gift I can give you is self-confidence. I gave you the wings, now it is your turn to take your own flight. Remember you are the author of your life: its up to you to make all your dreams come true. Love you with all my heart...Good luck in College!

Love you,
Mom, Pamela, & Lucy

In this journey of your life, I wish you all the success in the world, and always keep in mind that in the road ahead you will find obstacles to overcome. My dear son always remember what matters is not how many times you fall, but the times you get up, in order to achieve success. May God always watch and bless you always. I love you with all my heart.

Love you,
Dad, Coco, & Max
MORE THAN

poise and
paint

pv

arts
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staff 2013

Julia Booth
Danny Abate
Shefa Alkhalaf
Mimi Abdelrahman
Kelly Coyle
Gabriella Scrozzo
Alexandra Reda
Megan Reyes
Madeline Koterba
Ljubica Minova

Daniela Lapoint
Erin Sedeyn
Cathy Aulino
Alyssa Groh
Zachary Thomas
Rachel Sedeyn
Jenna Vincent
Pamela Gaccione
Marchella DeLuca
Brianna Carnovale
Michelle DeLuca

"I count myself in nothing so else happy as in a soul remembering my good friends."
- William Shakespeare

And to the Advisor:

Mrs. Hall

from an anonymous supporter of your fine work!
Congratulations!
We are so proud of you!
Best wishes in all that you do!

We love you!
Mom, Dad, Johnny, and Jacqui
Poppy and Aga
Auntie Pam, Uncle Doug, and Caden
Dear Jonathan,
Be proud of your accomplishments. You are a fine young man with great values and compassion. We wish you the best at Drexel University, you will succeed and reach your goals. We are so proud of you Jonathan.

Love,
Grandma & Grandpa